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Even though heat and hot water have been
restored to Tabler Quad after the outage last
week, more heating problems are likely to be in
store for the campus. Below, heatless students
pick up portable electric heaters purchased by
the housing office last Saturday. At right, a
housing official resets a circuit breaker in Tabler
Quad', overloaded as a result of the 1 00 heaters.

NEWLY APPOINTED DR. ELAINE BUDDE will decide
on a new Athletic Director and the abolishment of the
gym requirement.

By RICHARD GELFOND
Credit for gym courses? The end of the gym

requirement? Who will be the new athletic
director? These are some of the questions which
Stony Brook University's new chairman of the
department of physical education, Dr. Elaine
Budde, will have to deal with shortly.

"I! received a letter from Dr. Gelber's
(Academic vice-president) office last week upon
my return from semester break telling me I was
given the position," said Budde. "I was pleased
that the faculty and the administration had the
confidence in me to accord me this
responsibility." Budde's appointment is interim
for the spring semester.

The first job for the new chairman will be the
selection of an athletic director to coordinate
the intercollegiate sports program. "It (athletic
director) definately will be a position for one of
the men coaches," she said, "because, we already
have a coordinator of the womenis

intercollegiate program (Sandy Weeden). I
would hope this would be a close working
relationship between the athletic director and
myself so we could best use the gym and
facilitate the campus community."

The athletic director's position will be filled
probably by the end of this week and no later
than the end of next week. Each member of the
physical education department was asked to
hand in to Budde, their recommendation of a
male coach for the job.

A major issue in the physical education
department is whether the present one year
requirement of gym be abolished. "I personally
feel that it would not be a great deterant to lose
the requirement," said Budde. "A requirement
has its place but not in its present form at Stony
Brook. Losing the requirement would set us freE
for more interesting courses and more cours(
flexibility. "

(Continued on page 13)
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|News Briefs |

Voter Registration Changes Sought
A group of New York City Reform Democrats, pointing to low

voter registration in New York City, asked the state legislature
Tuesday to make it easier to register and cast ballots.

The Democrats 'oined the New Democratic Coalition, the
Reform Democrat organization in New York City, in advocating the
changes in registration procedures to "remove the stigma of racial
unfairness."

A federal district court ruled earlier this year that New York State
was no longer exempt from the 1970 Voting Rights Act because of
low voter participation in Manhattan, Brooklyn and the Bronx.

Court Limits Injunction Use
The Supreme Court Tuesday ruled out use of injunctions by

federal courts under civil rights law to halt alleged racial
discrimination in state criminal justice systems.

The 6 to 3 decision came in a case from Cairo, Ill., where racial
troubles spawned a federal civil rights class-action suit alleging
discrimination in Alexander County courts.

The suit, filed by a group of civil rights advocates for themselves
and all others similarly situated, charged county judges with handing
out longer sentences and setting excessive bail for blacks.

Mid-East Troop Settlement Nears
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger flying from Israel back to

Egypt, reported today that difference between the two sides on
separating their armies 4"have been substantially narrowed."

Kissinger, after only 3% hours of sleep Tuesday night, arrived in
Aswan from Jerusalem with a revised Israeli map on proposed
military disengagement along the Suez Canal.

Mantle and Ford Enter Hall of Fame
Slugger Mickey Mantle and pitcher Whitey Ford, longtime New

York Yankee teammates, were elected to baseball's Hall of Fame
yesterday.

Mantle became only the seventh player in history to be elected to
the Hall of Fame in his first year of eiligibility by the Baseball
Writers' Association of America. He attracted a total of 322 votes on
the 365 ballots cast. Ford, who had fen 29 votes short of eledce
last year, received 284. To be elected, a player must be named on 75
per cent of the ballots cast. With 365 voters, 272 was the magic
number for election.

State Loans City Transit Funds
The New York State Legislature approved a $100-million loan to

keep New York City's bus and subway fare at 35 cents yesterday.
The vote in the Senate was 41-9. In the Assembly it was 100-20,

with upstate Republicans in both houses opposing the measure.
Governor Malcolm Wilson was expected to sign it.

The loan, which the city must pay back over five years, is
supposed to hold the fare level until May 1. Several Republicans,
including Assembly Speaker Perry Duryea, say they want to avoid
the continuing crisis approach to mass transit, with the legislature
getting requests for funds whenever fares are about to rise.

Buckley Seeks to Oust Price Control
Senator James L. Buckley said Tuesday that he will introduce

legislation next week to abolish wage and price controls. The
controls authorized by Congress and used by President Nixon have
gravely injured every sector of the U.S. economy without bringing
any offsetting benefits, the New York Conservative-Republican said.

"Wage-price controls have been an unmitigated disaster for the
United States, and should be abolished forthwith," Buckley said in a
speech delivered before the Rochester, N.Y., Home Builders
Association.

Physicist to Speak in Cold Spring
Physicist William Shockley will participate in a panel discussion at

the Cold Spring Harbor High School Saturday at 10 a.m. Shockley,
known for his genetic theories of supposed Black inferiority to
whites, will discuss "Human Quality Problems and Research
Taboos" with three other panelists who are expected to present
opposing views.

Jurors Chosen for Mackell Trial
Two jurors have been chosen in the trial of former Queens District

Attorney Thomas J. Mackell. On tuesday, for prospective jurors said
they had overheard possibly prejudicial talk about the case since the
trial opened Monday.

The nature of the communications to the prospective jurors in
Queens Supreme Court was not revealed. Justice John M. Murtagh
called the four jurors and the lawyers into a private conference at his
bench. Maurice Nadjari, special state prosecutor, had raised the
powsibility that people were trying to influence the prospective
jurs by "loud talk" in the hallways. He drew a heated defense
objection. Mac-_Us lawyer, Robert J. McGuire, said he resented any
implication that the defendants would do anythig improper.
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HAUPPAUGE - Suffolk County Executive
John V. N. Kloin announced at hs fisat weekly
pres conference yesterday, that he would
personally enter into contract negotiations with
the Suffolk County Patrolmen's Benevolent
Association.

Talks between the County and the P.B.A., the
bargaining unit for the county's policemen who
have been working since New Year's Day without
a contract, were to continue through last night at
the Colonie Hill in Hauppauge.

P.B.A. demands, which include parity with
Nassau police, call for a $2,000 a year salary
increase for Suffolk officers. County sources have
claimed that this demand would cost the county
up to $18-million more than the current
$45-million police budget. Aceording to P.B.A.
sources, only $5.2-million extra would be needed.

Klein held the press conference as part of his
effort to make county residents more aware of
what the county government is doing. He said that
over the past two years he had been convinced
that residents have not been able to take full
advantage of the county government because they
had not been fully informed in county matters.
"Our problem has been not having the personnel,"
he said.

County Executive Klein bold his first weekly press
conference yesterday and announced that he
would enter into P.B.A. contact negotiation talks.

To remedy this problem, Klein has hired an
assistant to handle his pres affais and a
photographer, and has s d the weekly press
conferences.

The idea for the press conferences, Klein said,
originated during his tour of upstate counties
while he was drumming up support for the New
York State ansportation bond issue, which was
subsequently defeated

Assembly speaker Perry
Duryea's indictment with four
other Republicans was assailed
by the defense in State Supreme
Court Tuesday as
unconstitutional. They are
accused of illegally siphoning
away Democratic election votes.

Justice Bueton Robes said
he expects to have a decision on
the constitutionality of the
election law by next week.
Meanwhile, he praised the briefs
submitted by both sides as
"truly works of art."

D u ry ea, a Montauk
Republican. is accused of taking
part with the others in the
formation of a phony Liberal
Party committee to draw off
Democratic votes in 11 key
Assembly districts prior to the
1972 elections.

Codefendants are Assembly
Majority Leader John Kingston
of Westbury, Assemblyman
Alfred DelliBovi of Queens, and
two Duryea aides, Henry Mund
and Lynn Mueller. All have
pleaded innocent.

The defense attacked the
election law under which the
five were indicted, as a violation
of the constitutional guarantee
of free speech and press. It
requires all campaign literature
to bear the identification of the
sender and the printer. Letters
sent on behalf of the bogus
Liberal Party committee, the
state charged, bore a
non-existent Manhattan address.
The defense lawyers who drew

Ten jurors have been chosen
in the so-called mercy killing
trial of a Nassau county
physician accused of giving a
fatal injection to a dying cancer
patient.

The physician, Dr. Vincent A.
Montemarano, has been indicted
for "willful murder" in the
December 7, 1972 death of
Eugene Bauer, a 59-year old
former Long Island Rail Road
worker from Hicksville.

Dr. Montemarano at the. time
was chief resident surgeon of the
hospital, Nassau County Medical
Center in East Meadow. The
physician signed a certificate
citing cancer as the cause of
Bauer's death.

The jury selection had
exhausted a field of 72
prospective panelists, and half of
the 48 additional prospective
jurors had been discharged by
the time Wednesday's court
proceedings were halted at 4:30
p.m.

Dr. Montemarano, 33, looked
on impassively as would-be
jrors were questioned about
their religious beliefs, whether
there were any doctors or nurses
in their families and whether
they had ever had an
Unpleasant experience" with

doctors or hospitals
Taking part in the questioning

was Nassau County District
Attorney William Cahn, who is
personally prosecuting a case for
the first time since he became
district attorney 11 years ago.

The prosecution alleges that
when Bauer was in a coma and
had been given less than 48
hours to live, Dr. Montemarano
administered a fatal injection of
potassium chloride.

The patient's body was
exhumed but an autopsy failed
to find braces of the chemical.
However, a county grand jury
returned the murder indictment
agaist Dr. Montemarano last
June 27.
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effort for the entire University
Community, noting that turmoil,,
confusion and dissatisfaction prevail
throughout the campus. The report,
which does not make recommendations
but culminates in further questions for

dssson, is the first part of an ongoing
inquiry. The second phase, which will be
conducted from January 15 to March 15,
will discuss issues raised in the report in
University-wide open meetings chaired by
task force members. In the third phase,
task force members will p-e-- bl
distill concrete re commendations
R produced in <6usia% and Iar them
into action.

The members of the task fance, who
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By RUTH BONAPACE
Although heat and hot water were restored to Tabler

Quad Tuesday night after a week's interruption, caused
by leaks throughout the heating system, an unscheduled
outage may now occur anytime in rive residential quads
until a break in the South Loop steam line is repaired.

The University announced yesterday that a break in
the South Loop steam line has caused the University to
schedule a steam outage this weekend, from Friday
afternoon to Sunday. It will affect the Tabler, Roth,
Kelly, Stage XII and engineering quads. If the
temperature drops below 30 degrees this weekend, the
outage will be cancelled.

However, according to Ray Smith, Acting Director of
the Physical Plant, the leak is rapidly increasing and
"there is a very high risk that an unscheduled outage will
occur, with affected quads losing heat and hot water
without any notice for a longer period of time." Joseph
Hamell Assistant Vice President for Finance and
Management, and Energy Conservation Officer, said
that "allowing the leak to continue not only wastes fuel
but also wili damage the boilers and steam lines. The
leak must be attended to immediately or more serious
problems will result during the remaining winter
months."

Head Maintenance Supervisor Richard Emmi said that
he learned of the deteriorating heating in Douglass and
Dreiser Colleges "about a week before the start of
classes. "

Maintenance had assumed that the situation was
caused by a malfunctioning of a central pump in the
cafeteria, said Emmi. Heat was alternately shut off in
each college to determine the cause of the outage.
Maintenance discovered that the pump was functioning
property and that leaks in the Tabler heating system
were responsible for the outage. Emmi explained that
maintenance has "worked overtime" searching for and
repairing leaks in the quad.

The heating system in Tabler is supplied by a central
pump with an alternate pump ready in case of
emergency. Last year, maintenance ordered a new pump
to replace one which had broken down. Emmi said he
was informed that the type of pump required for Tabler
is ""ot* Ite -MyA ]Fiar A w ntal Asyts

agreed to manufatr a new one. Aspoksafr
Cristal said yesterday that "1shortages"9 of materials have
caused delays in delivering orders by 50 weeks, and that
although "they are pushing this one," they '"really don't
know"" when the new pump will be delivered.
Meanwhile, maintenance has adapted a pump for
temporary use.

In a related development, the cold and angry residents
of Douglass College held a meeting Sunday night to
discuss the heating situation with M.A. Steve Silverman.
He called for increased cooperation among the residents
in reducing the use of electrical equipment in their

suites.

Statesman/Larry RUbon

TABLER RESIDENTS huddle by their heater to keep warm during last week's heating outage.

Twenty-four hours later there was still no heat and
hot water and the situation became serious. Although
the number of students residing in the two colleges in
Tabler wa Wms than usual toecarteateo iei-w Mn -the

heatless residents were quite upset. Junior Stu Jacoby
returned to work at the library, and devoted a great deal
of his time to calling the Housing office. His suitemate,
senior Jan Wolitizsky, visited Housing personally to
complain about the uncomfortable situation in his dorm.
While the heat had been out since early Wednesday,
Frank Trowbridge, director of Residence Hall
Maintenance, was unaware of the situation until the

students' calls and visits the day after.
On Friday, there was still no heat, and the dormitories

grew colder. Students from the two colleges went to
other quads to take a hot shower. Stony Brook

administrators decided to check out the situation in the
dorms personally and Trowbridge and Associate Director
of Housing John Ciarelli appeared in JacobY and

_W ~i&ks sute on Friday n~ight to check conditions.
They found cold water, low temperatures, and angered
students who demanded beaters to provide some relief
from the cold.

Saturday morning, Trowbridge ordered 100 space
beaters from Sears in the Smith Haven Mail, costing
from $23 to $32 each. That afternoon, they were
distributed orne to a suite. Sunday, students who
returned from their three-week winter recess found cold
radiators. That night, they had to sleep in unheated
bedrooms, as the one heater allotted to each suite had to
stay in the living room to be fair to all six residents.

(Continued on page 7)

were coordinated by Dr. J esBess, a
member of the research group for Human
Development and Educational Policy,
come under the jurisdiction of Academic
Vice President Sidney Gelber, and
received no financial compensation for
their work. There were 46 students who
worked on the report and received from
one to three credits in EDU 299 for their
research.

Citing personal reasons, Bess resigned
last week as co-ordinator of the study and
Gelber has tentatively named Dr. James
Calhoun, of the Psychology Department,
to fill the position.

Among the stud-y's findings are:
-"Most students claim that the

University is a mill into which they enter
and then are spewed out of the other end
with as little human or humane contact as
is absolutely necessary."

-`Ibere- are two different Stony
Brooks with extraordinarily disparate
standards'.I' one in which two-thirds of
the student body claims its goals and
expectations are going unfulfilled, and
another in which one-third claim its goals
and expectations are being fulfilled.

-The two Stony Brooks are
characterized along the lines of matched
and msatched expectations of students
and faculity. ERsentially, the msace
tw o-third of the student body views
education in terms of pemsnal gromwth,

(Continued on pap 5)

By BILL SOIFFER
Following an 18-month study, a

150-member University task force has
composed an essentially negative
document severely criticising the school's
academic structure, its administrative
organization, and the general quality of
life among students and faculty. The
study will be distributed throughout
campus early next week.

According to the report, the task force,
known as the Institutional Self-Study, is
the first step in a "consciousness raising"

See special pull-out insert on
self-6tudy report, and editorial on
page 25. -
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Reallocation of State Financial Aid Consi dered
By DANIEL J. McCARTHY

A major revamping of the State's financial aid
program for college students is under consideration by
the New York State Legislature this session.

State Assemblyman Peter J. Costigan (R-Setauket),
chairman of the Select Committee on Higher Education,
last month proposed a $200-million Tuition Assistance
Program (TAP) that would more than double the State's
direct financial aid to students, raise individual grants to
a maximum of $2000, and shift the emphasis in
dispensing aid from scholastic excellence to financial
need.

In a recent interview, Costigan said that his proposal
would allow students to choose a college "on the basis
of quality," rather than on cost.

"Right now, the difference between public and
private schools is so great, as far as tuition is concerned,
that [studentsl rarely get to any other criteria other
than cost," he said.

Costigan predicted that if a proposal similar to his is
not enacted by the Legislature, "many, many Iprivate]
institutions are going to close." He also predicted that
two or three private institutions on Long Island could
close within the next few years if the State's financial
aid to students is not greatly expanded.

Private Colleges Favored
Ray Glass, legislative director of the Student

Association of the State University (SASU), said that
Costigan's proposal goes "overboard in aiding private
college students." SASU is the corporate arm of the
Student Assembly which represents State University
students. "It is obvious that [the Tuition Assistance
Program] is designed to aid the private colleges," Glass
said.

Glass also pointed out that the TAP proposal covers
only tuition, not total costs, and that it provides no
financial assistance to part-time students.

Costigan warned that, "Unless the TAP proposal is
implemented, or something like it is implemented, there
is going to be an inexorable dominance [by] the State
University system which will really destroy the

educational diversity of the State, which I think is a
good feature of the State."

Under Costigan's proposal, all students whose
families' net taxable incomes are less than $20,000 a
year would receive financial assistance. But TAP would
especially benefit students attending private colleges in
the state, as well as the private institutions themselves.

$127-Million to Private Colleges
The maximum grant for State University students

under Costigan's proposal would be $650 for lower
division students and $800 for upper division students.
The maximum grant for students attending private
colleges would be $2000. According to estimates made
by Costigan's staff, almost $127-million of the
$200-million program would go to students attending
private colleges.

Because "there should be some feature for academic
excellence," Costigan said that the Regents Scholarship
program would be continued under the TAP proposal,
but on a limited basis. The maximum grant under the
Regents program would be $250, but a Regents
scholarship winner would still be eligible for added
assistance according to his financial need.

A spokesman for Adelphi University President
Timothy Costello said that Costello endorsed the TAP
proposal because student financial aid is "a major
financial problem" for all private colleges. Costello heads
a group representing private and public institutions of
higher learning in Nassau County.

A spokesman for President Robinson of Dowling
College in Oakdale said that Robinson endorsed the
general principle of expanding direct student financial
aid because it gives students "freedom of choice." The
spokesman called Costigan's prediction that two or three
private colleges on Long Island could close in the next
few years, a "very conservative" estimate.

New Aid Agency Needed
In a related matter, a State Senate committee on

higher education has called for the establishment of a
Higher Education Services Corporation to coordinate the
maze of financial aid programs.

PETER COSTIGAN, State Assemblyman from Setauket,
has proposed to double the State's financial aid to
college students.

In its report on financial assistance, the State Senatc
Committee on Higher Education contended that the
dozens of financial aid programs administered by theo
State and private organizations have become so
fragmented that the programs have "lost touch with the
needs of the students they are intended to serve."

"The proposed Higher Education Services
Corporation could consolidate, computerize, simplify,
standardize and uniformily apply eligibility criteria for
the vast student aid system, and at the same time lower
overall administrative costs," according to State Senate
Majority Leader Warren M. Anderson, who made the
report public.

Mismatched Expectations Cited by Self-Stud'
(Continued from page 3)

the development of emotional maturity,
the facilitation of interpersonal
relationships, and the development of
motivation in themselves. They do not
think of personal growth in terms of
acquiring knowledge per se or mastering a
discipline. This difference in expectations
causes students, who originally planned
to major in the sciences, to shift to other
"easier areas of study."

Stifled Growth
-Personal growth and psycho-social

needs of the students are not being met.
The vast majority of the student body is
engulfed in "a sink or swim smorgasbord
curriculum, which amounts to no
curriculum at all."

-The student body is characterized as
"at once excessively competitive,
homogeneous and apathetic."
Ninety-seven per cent of the students are
from New York State and 87 per cent are
from the New York metropolitan area.

-The University is seen by students as
a "large, faceless institution, which does
not care about them, and therefore, many
of them believe that they should take
from it what they can. Books in the
library have pages missing, journals are
stolen from the periodical rooms,
students have few compunctions about
keeping books borrowed from the library
for an indefinite period of time, and
cheating is certainly prevalent."

-There is a "remarkable disparity"
between transfer students from
community colleges and four year Stony
Brook students, with SAT math scores
reaching as high as a 200-point difference
and a ten-point difference in both mean
and median high school averages. These
transfer , students often experience
"catastrophic shock" in competing with
students who are intellectually and
_cademnicaly superior."

-- nterilg freshmen show '"no
outsbnaig dispoition for reflective
taouoat, a broad range of ideas, scientific

theory and originality." Thirty per cent
of the freshman class does not graduate.
Moreover, after three years at Stony
Brook, seniors in standardized tests
showed no growth rate in theoretical
interests over the freshmen.

-There is an intangible but widespread
morale crisis, affecting both faculty and
students and undermining the academic
enterprise." The elements frequently
mentioned as involved in the morale crisis
were shrinking budgets, a sense of
fragmentation, loneliness and isolation,
leaderless drifting and a "sense of
impotence and cynical amusement" with
the whole institution. Over 60 per cent of
the students describe themselves as
frequently lonely.

-The most frequently mentioned, and
most serious, problem identified by some
but far from all students in research
surveys, was an "alleged widespread
faculty lack of interest in, disregard for
and even insensitivity to undergraduate
education."

-A grading crisis exists, characterized
by a sharp rise University-wide in the
percentage of A's and a sharp decline in
C's and D's. Also apparent, especially
with respect to lower grades, is the major
difference in the grading standards of the
hard science departments (including
Math) with other Liberal Arts
departments. Studies of the quality of
work done under the pass/no credit
option reveal a lower quality of work.

Campus-"Aesthetic Horror"
-The environment and physical

appearance of the campus is an "aesthetic
horror." "Construction, dirt and ugliness
abound.... Various attempts to create
style, atmosphere and even beauty not
only lack support but often are actively
discouraged. The classrooms are more like
sterile halls of a hospital where people
come to be treated for some illness, and
when they go, leave no impression behind
them. Many of the buildings are dreary
and depressing."

-Stony Brook is seen by the outside
community as "a hotbed of drugs, sexual
libertarianism and radicalism."

Criticism Leveled
The report concludes that many of the

University's problems are the result of a
"boomtown growth rate" with all the
problems of "frontier living," and that
the University has expanded as a
mult-purpose institution aiming to please
innumerable constituencies.

Many of the report's findings have
been criticized by various sources in the
Administration because these findings,
they claim, are the result of individual
perceptions rather than academic
research. The report states that the
sources for its findings are available upon
request.

The task force, working through 18
established committees on such varied
topics as student social life,
undergraduate, graduate and continuing
education, research, public service, a
history of Stony Brook, and the
organization and management of the
Administration, noted that the report did
not review such areas as campus
governance, Faculty Senate, regionalism,
the relationship between Stony Brook
and SUNY Central Administration,
several University services and middle

"Our committee has sought to follow
the advice of Oliver Cromwell, painting
the portrait with 'all these roughnesses,
pimples, warts and everything. "

This is the analogy University President
John Toll has used to describe the
Institutional Self-Study in a letter to the
Middle States Accreditation team, which
used the report in an analysis of Stony
Brook.

Toll, who labeled the report
"purposely self-critical," said he was not

campus management.
The report was originally prepared to

coincide with an evaluation of the
University by the Middle States
Association, which accredits regional
universities and colleges every ten years.
Draft copies of the report were forwarded
to the association's 12-member
commission, who visited the campus early
in December. Soon after the study was
commissioned by the President's office, it
was decided the report would be
expanded into a University-wide
self-study.

Previous Self-Study
This is not the first time Stony Brook

has undergone a self-study. In October,
1968, University President John Toll
declared a three-day moratorium on
classes to solve many of the then current
University crises and plan for the future.
Among the accomplishments of the Tnree
Days were a redefinition of departmental
majors and University requirements, the
establishment of independent study, the
pass/fail option, which was later changed
to pass/no credit, teacher evaluation and
the Liberal Arts and Social Science
majors. It did not, however, produce
effective change in University governance,
the residential college program, and the
physical appearance of the campus.

in complete agreement with all of the
study's findings. Specifically, he said he
did not agree with many of the findings
in the academic areas of the study, and the.
existence of "two distinct Stony Brooks
with extraordinarily disparate standards."
Instead he viewed the "mismatched
expectations" of students and faculty in
the more generalized terms of a
continuum."

(Continued on page 6)
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AUTO INSURANCE

I (Don't Get Ripped Off)
SpciRa

Under Age 25-Drivers
* Regardless of Driving Record
* Mondly Payments Available to Everyone

(4-10 months) Your own choice

Cohen and Loeffler, Insirance Atrency
202 E. Main St. Smithtown, N.Y.
On Routs 25 East of Route 111 724-0081

quommsi/s

Statemn/Larry Ruoin

Xeb d~op Bairg
Rt 25A & S. Jersey Ave. E. Setauket Next to Bick's \

MILK
2-* Gal. Bottles $1.39 + Deposit

Y Gal. Bottles .75 + Deposit
Gallon Container $1.49

* Gal. Container .80 Qt. .43
BREAD 414 1 Ib. 6 oz.

Beer-Soda-Ice Cream-Butter-AlI Dairy By Products-Cigarettes

LAGEA EGGS 90e Dz.

,-
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I

wi-dl. O b . m-

-1

979-8770,

COUSINS II
1t3

DELICATESSEN AND RESTAURANT

135 ALEXANDER AVE.

LAKE GROVE, N.Y. 11755

NEXT TO PATHMARK - ADJACENT TO SMITHHAVEN
MALL
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Immediate Cash For
Your Books

Used Paperbacks Sold
at I Price

Many Course Books Available
The Good Times 150 East Main St.

Port Jefferson 928-2664

Open Mon - Sat 11- 6

[1 block Eat of Main St. I
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By STEPHANIE SINAN1AN
Unshoveled ice and snow

inconvenienced motorists and
pedestrians returning to Stony
Brook on Monday following the
University's winter recess.

Only onehalf of P parking
lot, the major parking area on
campus, was cleared of snows
causing commuters and

University employees to find
alternate places to leave their
automobiles.

According to one student,
Karen Nordell, also the
coordinator for the residential
colge pgam, "I had to park
my car illeally next to the
Union building because there
was no where else to put it."

Many paths around campus,
including those connecting Roth
quad with the main academic
area and the Tabler stairs were
either unshoveled or
incompletely shoveled creating
slippery conditions.

According to Raymond
Smith, assstant director of the
Physical Plant, a firm contracted
bv the University to clear the
parking areas on campus "got as
much cleaned as was required
according to our figures on how
many cars parked in P-lot last
semester. However, after
receiving some calls this week
about the situation there [in
P-lot], the contractors will clear
the entire lot in the future."

Alfred Gray, assistant director
for the Department of Safety
and Security said that his
personnel were directed to assist
motorists and pedestrians in
dealing with the snow.ICE AND SNOW have caused serious problems for both students and

pedestrians on campus.

Tabler Quad- In fron
(Continued from page 3) Toscanini, which is at the start

Monday morning, some of the other heating line. Since a
students decided to take action. new pump was not expected
Harold Greenfild, Les Batnick, until mid-February, and the
and Car: Bergman, three heating plant and Maintenance
residents of Douglass who had were unsure of when the broken
arrived Sunday, went to the pump will be fixed, alternative
Housing Office to get an plans had to be made, according
explanation and demand a to Trowbridge. He suggested
possible refund of some housing moving Tabler residents into
charges. Trowbridge explained Kelly suite living rooms until the
the situation to them and Polity situation could be cleared up. He
President Cherry Haskins. also suggested a barracks-type

He said that the problem arrangement in cafeterias in
resulted from malfunctioning other quads.
pumps and pointed out that the Unusual Situation
reason that Douglass and Dreiser Haskins was not satisfied with
were so cold was that they were these solutions and sent a letter
at the end of a heating line that to University President John
starts in Tabler Cafeteria and Toll, citing the heating outage as
continues through Hand, being an "unusual situation" on
Douglass, and Dreiser. Heat that this campus and saying it was
was being generated was being even worse as "it comes during a
felt more in Hand and in severe cold spell."

n the Cold
Toll's reply said it was '"not

correct to assume that these
colleges [Douglass and Dreiser]
were without heat" and he
attached a press release put out
by University Relations the
previous afternoon, which
explained the situation to
students and said, "No hot water
and only minimal heat can be
pumped to these two buildings
until the temporary replacement
pump can be installed."

Pump Repair
A press conference was held

Tuesday afternoon where Ray
Smith, director of the Physical
Plant, told of attempts to fix the
pump. He said he hoped that the
pump could be fixed by noon on
Wednesday, but that if this was
not possible, there was an extra
pump in the Administration
Building.

Open 7 a. mr.- 1 I p. m., Sundays a zm -1 I p. rr

> Tudor Village x

r AT THE COVENTRY MALLr

| * APPETIZING1
| * SPECIALTIES- J
I * CATERING * J
^^ Introductory I 10o Discount to All College Students ^

x^L and Senior Citizens on All Food Items ^

^^ HOT and COLD s

Heroes & Sandwiches

700^ 1_737

Snow Snarls Semester Opening

. A^'l ;Ir

-I--W-
tiX;-

-104IM116- � -.wamm-I

IN A ROW?

The varsity swimmers
try to win their sixth
consecutive meet of

the season:

Sat.
Jan. I9

1:00

In the
Pool

STONY BROOK
VS.

ALBANY
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There will be a meeting
for all WUSB staff
tonight, January 17 at 9
p.m. in room 236 of the
Stony Brook Union.
Scheduling for the new
semester as well as FM
information will be
discussed.

-- l - -- l -
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EVERYTHING YOU BUY FROM US HAS BEEN PRE-TESTED I
HOME LABORATORIES. IF IT DOES NOT MEET
SPECIFICATION... WE WILL NOT BRING IT INTO OUR
SIMPLE.

STEREO
SOUND
OF STONY BROOK

IN OUR OWN UNIQUk
EVERY REQUIRED
STORES. IT'S THAT

IF YOU WANT LEMONS .. .
GO TO PATHMARK

P.S. Anyone can promise anything,

But WE can guarantee Service.

l-Week Service.
Authorized Service.

Factory Guaranteed Service.
For Every Major Brand*

Stereo Tech Sherwood Pioneer Thorens SonyMeIntosh Kenwood Sansui

Marantz and Many, Many More...

'ALL WORK DONE BY GLEN OAKS SERVICE LABS

LOCATED IN THE CENTER OF THE NEW COVENTRY MALL

751-4100

Comments Vary

On Self-Study
(Continued from page 5)

"All students are not either
completely satisfied or
completely dissatisfied,/ the
president said. Toll mentioned
that he will put specific
emphasis on academic and career
goal advising, the quality of life
and the campus environment.

Academic Vice President
Sidney Gelber sees the self-study
as having a "catalytic function,"
which will raise questions,
provoke debate and eventually
produce action.

Beside dissatisfaction with
Stony Brook, it appears as
though there is some amount of
dissatisfaction within the
structure of the self-study.
Danny Weingast, a former
student coordinator who has
since graduated, said last March,
when the research was in full
swing, that he felt co-opted and
that no major changes can come
about unless the group assumes a
political rather than an academic
perspective. Toll said the report
is not a political document, and
implied that politics will not
play a hand in the
decision-making process.
Weingast said when the report
was still being drafted that it was
like a Christmas tree of who is
responsible to whom, which did
not call for specific changes in
the University but only for
further discussion.

Dr. James Bess, the
self-study's administrative
coordinator, said last March that
the people here have a healthy
dissatisfaction with the
University, but that changes
should occur by "unfreezing
attitudes and proposing
improvements, not threats. "
Bess resigned from his position
last week.

Much of the controversy has
centered over whether the
research done was the remult of
scientifically Uased dasa or
whether the report is a
compendium of Pe sonal
impressions. In a nitlofg
debate at Sunwood, the
University estate, last r
between administrators and the
authors of the report, who were
largely members of the
Self-Study Steering Committee,
certain pasuages in the first draft
were changed because, according
to Gelber, some of the language
was too strong with many ad
hominum references to certain
individuals. Administrators also
complained that many of Stony
Brook's problems were not
unique to this University, but
pertained to higher education in
general.

All parties involved in the
Institutional Self-Study seem to
agree on the need for change.
The exact nature of how to
define change and how to go
about it will be decided, they
hope, from now until March 15,
when the University will engage
itself in its own campus-wide
question and answer session.

We Don't Sell Fruit
IF YOU'VE BEEN LISTENING TO A LOT
OF HUMS, BUZZES, WHISTLING AND
STUFF ON YOUR STEREO
LATELY .... NO DOUBT YOU ARE
AMONGST THE VAST LEGION OF
FOLKS WHO HAVE PURCHASED A
LEMON.

IN FRUIT STORES, THAT'S A GOOD
THING TO BUY. LOTS OF VITAMIN
'C' . . . PROMOTES REGULARITY

... ETC.

BUT IN STEREO STORES LEMONS ARE
LEMONS AND THEY GIVE YOU
NOTHING BUT HEARTACHE.

We Sell Pre-Tested Sound

OPEN MON, THURS, FRI 10-9; TUES, WED 10-5:30; SAT 10-6
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<~ALL THE ANTIPAtSTO YOU CAN MAKE
AS YOU ENJOY YOUR ANTIPASTO.,

50c HOT GARLIC BREAD 50c
ALL THE WINE, BEER OR SANGR1A ITALIANA

'YOU CAN DRINK WITH DINNER
MANICOTTI, TOMATO SAUCE 4.15
SPAGHETTI with your choice of 8 sauces.

3.95 to 4.35

LASAGNE WITH MEAT SAUCE 5.25

CHICKEN CACCIATORE 5.25

VEAL CUTLET PARMIGIANA 5.75

SHRIMP MARINARA 5.95

k * CoPrcont thie n^^nsnn tM w runrsta rrf o fr a *

I ETAUCET |
Foreign Motor Sales X

a AUTHORIZED o

>~~~~~~ 0

^ SALES - SERVICE - PARTS

o OMAN ST. (RT. 25A) e
° EASTSETAUKET o

eLL, N.Y., 11733 U

° MOST MAKES OF FOREIGN CARS ,

e EXPERTLY REPAIRED '
° BY c
° FACTORY TRAINED TECHNICIANS '

o. 0 tt 8°A
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^^7^ Photographic Needs

IS SPONSORING A

PHOTO CONTEST
Best inetr of

Mgic EEye St dio

(IN or OUT)

The Magic Eye
Coventry Mall

Nesequset Hwy. & 7SI "952X
Stony Brook Rd. 7.D'w952e

^Passprt Photosq I.D.9s,, Etc.

I

At I

I %>~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~<Ae I6

Statesman Still needs:

* Photographers * Artists

* Writers * Anyone

Come down to our office at SBU 075 Monday evening between

7 and 8 to have some coffee and cake and talk to Uncle Lenny about

your future as an integral part of Statesman.or call 246-3690 for an

appointment. Remember, no experience is necessary.

PS/^*^ A"MA €fta ^OffC WH (W6eV€C

fte co <ca A, 4teli (vee s%
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)
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' COMPLIMENTARY |(
ICUPOFCPPUCCINO t I

| with your dinner |

v
0
ouchrsOs lac itE, A palecly of company trstd ever the counter etr t9 trcks sw_*6l LCHM

I

I
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,
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^^KPX HISTHANT~lhjj

A nice lttle tlian Restaurant

OE OIY FROCMP F.

122 MAYPAIR SHOPPfflG CTR. (JERICHO TPK.
OPEN DAILY FROM 4e3 P.x.-aunt FROM 1 Pa.M
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Shoot!

That's right...
Shoot! If you'd like
to be a Stansan
Photographer, call
Lennyat 24643690.
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g COMMUTERS
(UNDERGRADUATE)

3 of Your Seats on the
0 ~Polity Senate

ARE VACANT

¢ Nominations accepted till Jann 24
Voting on Jan. 30 or by Absentee Ballot

v All at the COMMUTER CENTER
CGRAY COLLEGE v

-
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
in -oofftion with

the VW M&A490my

Departmnt of uAt and Cultwre

1974

EIGHTH SUMMER

ACADE MIC PROGRAM
in

ISRAEL

9 Undergrduate and Graduate Credits

For infornution write to:
DIRlCTOR, BUNY Inml S r ax
S8t Uns"Wity W-

AO , Now York 13820
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|Used Book Exchange
'A ___________________

Aimmann

College
Book

\ Emporium

50%-70%

OF ORIGINAL

COST ON TEXTS

OPEN TODAY 2-5 P.M.

All afternoons & evenings

Bring Down Your Books

* DIARIES, APPOINTMENT
BOOKS & DESK
CALENDARS

* BUSINESS CARDS AND
LETTERHEADS

* SMITH-CORONA
ELECTRIC & MANUAL
TYPEWRITERS
(We Service Too)

* ELECTRONIC AND
SELF-WIND WATCHES

* oRAMqcnvMTP ATTACHE- DM &WLV1 a a Xi & A A ^X 3 ---&

CASES
* BEAUTIFUL SPRINBOCK JIGSAWS
* OFFICE FURNITURE * DESK LAMPS
* DESK, ALARM, and WALL CLOCKS

* LARGE SELECTION OF SCHOOL SUPPLIES

|COOPERsS '
306 MAIN STREET

DOWNTOWN PORT JEFFERSON

(
I

SUMMER JOBS FOR JUNIORS

IN PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY
AND ENGINEERING

The Department of Engineering and Applied
Science of Yale University is offering a limited
number of Special Grants to college juniors who
would like to gain experience in advanced research
this summer.

Available projects include work involving en-
vironmental studies and air pollution, efficient
usage of energy, pattern recognition. computer
simulation, systems studies. biomechanics. laser
technology, solid state physics. surface chemistry
and catalysis, atomic physics and electronics.
plasma physics.

Stipends will be in the range $100 $120 a week and
will be awarded for an 11-week period from June 3
through August 16, 1974.

For further details and application forms please
contact your department office, dean's office, or
placement office, or write to:

Summer Research Program
Department of Engineering and Applied Science

Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut 06520

or call (203) 436-2671
Completed applications are due March 1, 1974.

L _* *****ff *T ******************oom«|§6 a«9 af off mI op

JE:RRY!Se

CHARCOA Le
HOUSE

^ Where Hamburgers Are Served Super"*

OPEN MONDAYS THRU SATURDAY
Ask Your Friends About Our o A.M. 1T 1o P.m. m
Fine Food Served Daily At Low SUNDAYS TOO! 7 A.M. TO 10 P.M.
Prices. Complete Fountain And e

Take Out Service. Route 25A Setauket, N.Y. 751-9624
r»«******.«»*..***. ** *0t

HOW ABOUT AN OLD
FASHION CONTEST?

PI - Gu
so- VK f Ag a

I ST PRIZE FOR THE CLOSEST COUNT IS I GALLON
OF PURE VERMONT MAPLE SYRUP

* 2ND PRIZE IS % GALLON OF THE SAME DELICIOUS
PURE VERMONT MAPLE SYRUP

* 3RD PRIZE IS A QUART OF THE DELICIOUS.

WHOLESOME. UNADULTERATED. PURE MAPLE SYR E.
FROM VERMONT OF COURSE

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY BUT ENTRIES LIMITED TO 2 PER
FAMILY, AND THE EARLIEST ENTRY PREVAILS IN CASE OF TIES.

THE TOTAL TO BE VERIFIED BY MY LANDLORD.
OR MOTHER-IN-LAW, OR WHOEVER WE CAN FIND

TO HELP, AS LONG AS THEY DON&T EAT THE CAN-
DY WHILE THEY COUNT.

CONTEST ENDS MARCH 31ST, 1974, SO RUN, DONT WALK,
RIGHT DOWN TO THE

R tm Ju Wmat b yof Ra St
On Route 25A, Just West of the Railroed Station.

7S6

Judiciary
Meeting

Tues. Jan. 22

6:15 P.M.

Polity Office

,41 W.loF

COOPER'S
A COMPLETELY EQUIPPED STATIONERY STORE

473w0846
We Accept

Master Charge &
Bank Anwricard
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"Tainted" Car
I APPRECIATE THE SAVINGS WHILE

gI YOU ENJOY THE SOUND OF THIS

REALISTIC- 4-CHANNEL SYSTEM

Reg TQ Q92 7 75 7 9 9

Another Realistic(; first .the OTA-790 AM, FM
4-channel/stereo receiver with wireless remote control . .

PLUS sleek styling and every control and feature
imaginable' Optimus-2 acoustic-suspension bookshelf

speakers deliver superior bass and treble response . .
LAB-12B automatic stereo changer features custom base

and counterweighted arm for precise tracking and there s
only one place you can find this system .. RADIO SHACK'

Suppose you lend your car to a
friend, who uses it to carry nar-
cotics. If he is caught, could your
car be confiscated-even though
you were unaware of your friend's
illicit intentions?

State laws on narcotics often do
say exactly that. The car itself is-,
considered tainted by its misuse,
and is therefore subject to seizure,

From time to time, a luckless
car owner will put up a fight in
court. He will argue that he should
not be penalized for someone
else's transgression.

But most courts have upheld the
confistion of the car. Two rea-

sons are commonly given:
1) that this will teach car owners

to be more careful about lending
their cars to untrustworthy
friends; and,

2) that in fighting the drug prob-
lem, the state should not have the
difficult task of proving the car
owner's complicity.

As one judge put it:
"The traffic in narcotics is so

great an evil as to justify the
drastic penalty of confiscation.
The public interest outweighs the

loss suffered by the innocent car
owner."

Usually, however, an automo-
bile can be confiscated only if it
was "caught in the act." Thus,
your car could not be taken away
merely because the authorities
find that someone had used it un-
lawfully the day before yesterday.

Furthermore, you are in a
stronger position if the cal was not
just borrowed but was taken with-
out your consent.

In one case, a youth was caught
carrying narcotics in his mothers
car. But when authorities tried to
seize the car, the mother pointed
out that her son had taken it
against her express orders.

Under these circumstances, the
court felt confiscation was simply
too drastic. The court said that
would be "an arbitrary invasion of
(the mother's) property rights

protected by both the state and
federal Constitutions."

A public service feature of The
New York State Bar Associa-
tion. Written by Wil Beknard.

0 1974 American Bar Association

UNCOMMON 4-CHANNEL MUSIC CEf

FROM COMMON SENSE REALISTIC

Reg Sep
Items Price

289 90

Versatile system includes 4-channel stereo receiver,
4 speaker systems. and 2/4 channel 8-track player.
Features include tuning meter. inputs for phono.
inputs and outputs for taping 8-track player features
automatic 2 and 4-channel sensing so there s no need
to switch 12-1444 14-1901

- l
SHOP OUR COMPLETE LINE OF
MOUNTS AND ACCESSORIES

FOR CAR TAPE PLAYERS

CAR STEREO
SPEAKER SYSTEMS

STANDARD / DELUXE

89PR. / 149PR.

Deluxe and standard surface or
flush mount speaker systems
12-1841 thru 12- 1844

AUTO PLAYER WITH
4-CHANNEL SYNTHESIZER 4-CHANNEL

TAPE CARTRIDGES

Leading artists performing

O^flr- various hits

Realistic S R eg
8-track 

69 9 5

player adds
4-channel to your auto
entertainment 12-2024 51-5078

thru 5082

1*04
F. #;eS s oe}Sl

OF

MCAT-DAT-GRE
LSAT-AT6SB

OCAT
NArL. BDS.

*Prep Artion for ftt» required for
*O& t0io I0to we d pro
si otl schooke

* Six nd twelv union courn
*SMangroup&#

*Vokaminouis mewWIS for hoe suxh
prepad by expertt in zch field

* Leon chtdu e can be tailored to
meet «ndrimdual rwxdt LMKMo
can be spi a over a period of
evrwn months to a yer, or for

out of town students. a period
of one week

* Opportunity for review of past
lesons via tape at the center

Speal Compact Counn during
Wek an do - Ivn rs MI~s

Summw S
STANLEY H. KAPLAN

EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
11S EM wi* S_~ _tehily. I V Y..

(212)36300 3t (^
(516) S36566 _w Y?

DAYS, EVEINGS. WVEKENS

Branches in Ma'or Citi-s in U.S.A.TUreae Schoo wit the NaowR I"et

Radio fhaek---
SAVE ON 4-CHANNEL STEREO NOW

22990

4888

O EA.

SMIT GROVE SHOPPPING CENTER
(NEAR PATHMARK) PHONE 724-5232

OPEN WEEKDAYS 10 AM - 9 PM SATURDAYS 9 AM - 8 PM
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^EYSHAVE SOMETHING FOR YOU!!I1E F E

STOY BROOK STUDENTS:

What Happens When You Break
Your Glasses And You Don't Have

DC nC^kl A I , -% .. . .. - - .& a _ __.__ " asm. he- Ace Ad -. - iQQ

*ir yHB uau v ru u~a~ir rir~I 3m=i.^p ^gaacol O looic

A rnol's Gao Of
Jo-m tHE UU SERVICE GONE

I
WHEEL ALIGNMENT

and

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
751-975 941.9755

rctKl3InUNAL
MS. W. - HAPPY HALF-WAY
THERE. Isn't this what you've
always wanted. See you at all the
way time definitely sooner. Love -
JIM'S RELATIVE who you dug up?
A certain Individual has found an

Identification card (094-48-5472)
and has used It to take out
NUMEROUS BOOKS from the
LIBRARY. I would appreciate It If

those books w
ere IMMEDIATELY

RETU RNED.
_-094-48-5472

PERKY BERKY aond person numero
uno at S B : T he b u s drivers of Miami

Beach will never forget us. It was a
great Eve Fred Astaire with ocean
breezes and southern comfort. CP.
DEAR SULTAN - Happy Birthday.
Don't be ugum blusim. Love your
HAREM GIRLS; E M D.

"OUR WONDERFUL FRIENDS
KAREN DOYLE AND JIM - Please
write us - STU and BONN IE

KAPLAN, 421 Old Windmill Road,
St. Charles County, Missouri 63301.

FOR SALE
REFRIGERATOR KING - Used
refrigerators bought and sold.
Delivered on campus. Good
condition. Call after 4 p.m.
wedaj? 

a n y t im e w eekends -

POOR? So am 1. FOR SALE: 1962
VW Karman GhAe w/1967 1500
Engine.Run won. Bod sorts but.
Good ch p trans 225 or offer.
David&M 4 "I N7 0y w CHEA P

THRILS1 X 7 ".Ca
t97 0 S oB - 2-door sanf

g s bntr,00 3 0 0 od C W odl t 10

NOTICES
Soundings -Accepting contributions
of poetry, prose, art and
photographs. Send to: Soundings SB
Union, or Mount C14. Dedline
February 4th.

Non-English majors, especially those
considering graduate or professional
school, this Is your chance to

improve your writing style. Professor
Spector's English 102 will meet in
Dreiser College, Tues. & Thurs.,
7:30-8:45 p.m. Auditors welcome.

EROS - important meeting Monday,
January 21, 8 p.m., room 124,
Infirmary.

The Women's Weekend at Stony
Brook is on Feb. 22 23, 24. Any
women who can provide a place for
another woman to stay please sign up
In the Women's Center, SBU 062'.
basement.

Pre-Med and other Pre-Health
Professional Students - JUNIORS:
Interviews started January 14. Make
your appointment no%% ' Have
evaluation forms completed by your

Instructors and sent to us
FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORES:
give evaluation forms to your

Instructors. You can got forms at
Health Professions Office, Library,

room 3341.

Gay Peoples Group - New name,
new aim - Everyone Is welcome to
attend. Get Involved or Just sit back

and rap with friendly people. Room223, S.B. Union, Wednesdays.

Ski Tri. Saturday January 19 to
Grmt IoP In Rew Jesy. Liftticktand bus will cost wound »lo.

Trip oves Sardy nmornin at 5:30
aSm. *o neU non. F or matio

and reservations cotact No 723
or Ken 4151.

HOUSE FOR RENT Rocky Point
near beach. Four bedrooms
furnished. Eat-in kitchen. $250

/ m o .
751-5808 or 751-5748.

Port Jefferson Village APARTMENT
-one bedroom, $200 Includes heat,

gas and air conditioning. Call Harry
at Low Harbor 928-0602.

ROOM FOR RENT In private home,
female only. Near campus. Kitchen

privileges. 
$ 1 0 0 p er 

m o n t h ,
473-2698.

I would like 
t o r e n t a HOUSE or

APARTMENT and I would like to
have a person(s) to share expenses.
Near Stony Brook. I am versatile and
really don't like to hassle. If you can
dig what I mean call 6-7490 after
9:30 p.m. No later than 12 midnite.

HELP-WANTED

DYNAMIC. INSPIRED PERSON
who wants to make good money as
ad salesman. Pleasing personality,
enjoys meeting people. Call Mr.
Schwartz or Mr. Fallick at 246-3690.

LOST & FOUND

LOST: KEYS on ring attached to
braided leather chain. Call Norman
7238.

LOST: Dark blue SUNGLASSES An
basement of S.B. Union. REWARD.
Alan 246-3690.

DOG LOST: GOLDEN RETRIVER
6 months old. White paw markings.
Female. Warring brown coller. Call

HR 3-6253.

FOUNDs POCKET WATCH In Light
Eng. C&N 6750.

muarantooa L OWEST pricesanywhere on every name In stereo
equipment. EXAMPLE: Shure
M91ED $17. Call between 10-9,
Mon., Thurs. Fri.; 10-5:30 Tues.,
Wed., Sat., 751-4104.

1969 RENAULT 10 - 4-door sedan.
automatic 30 mpa. Good condition.
$600.00. 473-7033.,

20%-40% DISCOUNT EVERY
BRAND. Stereo Equipment
consultation gladly given. We will
undersell any dealer. Get best Quote,
then call us. SELDEN HI-FI,
516-732-7320, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

SERVICES
Local and Long Distance MOVING
and STORAGE. Crating, Packing,
FREE estimates. Call County Movers
after 4:30 weekdays, anytime
weekends at 928-9391.
Pria.ting: Offset printing, typesetting,
resumes stats, forms, mechanicals,
etc. ALPS PRINTING. Three Village
Plaza, Route 25A. E. Setauket,
751-1829. '
QUALITY, TYPING done near
campus. Grammar and formatting
assistance. Reasonable rates. Call
Barbara at 751-5607.
E L E C T R O LYSIS-RUTH
FRANKEL certified Fellow ESA,
recommended by physlcans. Modern
methods. Consultatlons Invited. Near
campus. 751-8860.

HOUSING
FOR RENT: Rocky Point -
unfurnished shag carpeting,
comphetely r g, 0'a," to edroom
HOUst. $250. Greet Starter - can
Harry at Low HWbor, 92840602.
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ime To Co Home?
REGISTER YOUR GLASSES FOR FREEI
L me make a red of your poent --oa
and ame i ould you need emeiney er.

YES, THE REGISTRATION IS COMPLETELY FREE!
Plus: Whenever you come in to buy somen, take out
your SUSB I.D. AFTER I prie the item - Youlll get 10% off!

Leonard Robbins
941-4166

Polity Senate meeting postponed tillJanuary 27 at 7 p.m. In Union room
236.

Come to the Veterans meeting onWed . Jlan. 23 at 5 p.m. In room 216of the Student Union. Free Beer.
SkItxold Man Productions arecurrently In rehearsal nitely at a p.m.

for Josep h Kesselrng's Arsenic andOld Lace In the Union, somewhere.
Attention all Ed Majors, Psych
Majors and all Interested In special
education: Come to the meeting of
the Council for Exceptional Children
to plan events and lectures for this
semester and discuss the possibility

of forming a mini-special ed
ddeartment. Wednesday, January 23.8 p.m., Roth Cafeteria.

HELP!!!t
IF you need a job

... and .. . IIF you can type AT LEAST
60 words per minute

. .. and . ..
IF you are available to work
on Sunday, Tuesday and/or
Thursday nights from 6 p.m.
till 1 a.m.

.. .then. ..
Contact Julian Shapiro at
SttmaRoom 075 in the
Union or call 246-3690 for an

pp tment.

Skat Bllagt dteticianiB
Setauket Village Mart E. Setauket

| STARTS TOMORROW!

I When will the
Ikiller strike again?
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Seauket Saf Corp. 0
^^^^^^^ _ lMain Street Shopping Center ,

East Setauket, N.Y. 117333 9

*Auto Insurance for Faculty & Students

* Immediate FS-21 3
*Premium Financing 3

lMotorcycle Insurance t
iSpecialist in Home Owner Insurance 0

*iStudent Life Insurance 8
' OPEN (WEN X

WEEKDAYS SATURDAY
9 to08 9 torU »»5

wwwwwww w w w vw wwww wwwwwwwwwww w wwwwwwwww wvwvw w w w w \
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Fewd Ih Nos in ge of as WON as a VbkcWO -4p
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AmJ�

(Just East of Nicolls Rld.)
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WHETHER IT IS $50 A WEEK IN SPAIN .... OR A QUICKIE 4-DAYS
TO BERMUDA FOR $165 .... OR A 2-WEEKER TO ENGLAND AND
.REECE FOR $399

LET OUR MAGIC PRICES PUT YOU ON A MAGIC CARPET
TO YOUR OWN SHANGRI-LA

AUDREY BOOTH ANNA MAY WEISS DALF KIRKPATRICK

Stony Brook Travel, Inc.
Tephon S16-751-1270 212-895-2197

mm m

; <
781 NORTH COU Y ROAD (ROUTE 25A)
ACROSS FROM S STEAK HOUSE

JUST EAST OF NICOLLS ROAD

Jefferson volkswagen, xnc.
1395 ROUTE 112, PORT JEFFERSON STATION, 928 - 3M1 751=1829 -

(jffeet @rintins
Products nd Servaes offemd:
Letterheads, Envelopes, Resumes, Flyers, Labels,
Photo Copies, Typesetting, Design, Brochures,
Business Cards, Chance Books, Photo Stats; Books,
Rubber Stamps, Annouements, Forms, Layoutl
Color Printing, Folding, Mag c Signs, Tckeys
View Graphs, Half/Tones, Negatives, Positives.

Alps limating
_--1 Three Village Plaza
^B 380 Rt. 5A ast etauket, ew York 11733

V W SERVICE

V W PARTS

V W SALES

Courtesy Tr ion To &
MON - FRI 8 - 5

For The Do-lt-Yoursnfer
-UN - FRI 8 - 5 SAT

New*- All Modds
Used - Fine Saeletion V W &
MON - THURS 9 - 9 FR

From Campus

9 - 1

Other Makes t

I - SAT 9 - 6

n
xt

texs
f

Students have for many years been indoc-
trinated with the idea that science has proved
evolution and that all scientists believe in evolu-
tion. The Biblical record of creation, we have
been assured, is no longer taken seriously by the

well informed.
One soon discovers, of course, that much of
what is taught from classroom podiums and
printed in costly textbooks is mere human

opinion. . . even wishful thinking. The idea that
evolution is a proven fact of science is a modern

CONTINUOUS SALES Lowest Prices on a Large Selection of Imported Wines

WE ARE DISCOUNT ON ALL ITEMS
WINES & CHAMPAGNE ON ICE

MON-THURS: 9-8

FRI &SAT: 9-10

STOP SAYING..-.
"I CAN'T AFFORD TO TRAVEL"

AxeHamlet Discount Liquors
"THE LOWEST PRICES FOR THE HIGHEST TIMES"

Welcome Back!!

HAMLET LIQUJORS
730 Route 25A 7 eN1-313 1
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WVSB Needs Help
When WUSB finally mnues the long awaited Two to
FM, the Spofta Depnom- t T Rin MM your bld. It
Interested cotact Bob at 24276 or Jeff at 2464851
foair s

I
(Con fnued frmm p lie lb)

"I think that sbe's definitely
qualified because of her
credent," said baeball coach
Rick Smol&ird "I don't think the
fact that she's a woman will matter
at all. I cm be in as much
dsagreement with a guy as with a
woman."*

Women's field hockey coach
Marge Van Wart was wry ple
with Budde's appointment "It's
like bringing in a breath of fresh
air." sbe said. 'Professionally I have
a great deal of admiration for her
and Ilm especially happy becaue a
woman is receiving recognition in a
field it's hard to receive recornition
in."

Sandra Weeden, who coaches the
women's basketbal! team and is the

head of the women's intercollegiate
prgwam lthinks Budde will do an
excelent job. "It may enhance the
Communicti between the men's
and women' pogam.

The positi o deptent
REairman w left vacant when
Lesie Thompson led in

eember to seek his doctorate.
Thompson also served as Athletic
Director. Budde will receive the
same salary she received as an
asocat professor prior to the
appountment.

As an undergraduate Budde
participated in extramural athletics
which are teams that play other
schools but are not officially
recognized. Her activities include
basketball, field hockey, tennis and
golf.

StUfw man/Wi SCnmkR

THE POSITION OF CHAIRMAN
was left vacant In Lslie
Thompson who also served as
Athletic Director resI nd to seek
his doctorate.

Adge Improves
By CHAR SPILER

Although the men's basketball team has aln
completed six games, the women's basketball season
yet to start On Tuesday, at 7 p.m. the women I
Wagner in their first game of the year.

Coming off last season's 9-8 record, the team feat
five returning players, including four staoters -cap
Carol Mendis heads the list as the team's top scorer
average) and top rebounder. But the five-foot-eight i
senior center will most likely find herself pla:
forward because of the recent acquisition of she
(five-foot-six and one-half inch) Carmen Martinez.
Martinez, at present, is experiencing financial difficu
and also might undergo minor surgery on her f
However, she is expected to play.

Coach Sandy Weeden believes Martinez to be the
"She's a big factor," says Weeden. It [the switch]
give us more speed and more height." But for
immediate future, "[Mendi's 1i-l pla t center at Jio-

the first few games."

Although last season's team shooyg percentage failed
to surpass the teens, Weeden feels that this will not
happen again. "Our actual offensive plays, this year, are
better," she says. "I think we're creating better scoring
opportunities for the type of shooter we have. Of
course, our percentage will be a little bit higher.
Offensively we lack the height to really get that second
shot consistently, but defensively we can position
ourselves well. We're faster than we've been in the past"

Now in their fifth year as a team, the women have one
thing to their advantage. 'We get better every year.
Every year our record has I9proved." says Weeden.

One disadvantage hindering the team, however, is the
lack of a proper scheduling p ie . "There's no
conference," Weeden says. 'Tere's no specific number
of games or certain teams we have to play. The whole
thing is freelance." But negating this problem is the
desire and feeling the women display for their sport
'They play because they love the game. They'e not in it

so much for the extraneous reinforcement [fan
appreciation]."

Practice last year was scheduled three tinmes a week.
This year - every day. ough team uisuion ally
characterizes most teams, Weeden be "es this is the
closest knit team we've had and they work the hardest
of any team we've had."

Scouting the opponent team prior to game time can
sometimes be a very powerful weapon. But because of
the lack of time and of personnel, the women will have
to rely on what they can remember from past seasons.

With the opening Wager game next week, Weeden
reflects back on last season's heartbreaking loss. "We
dropped to them by one last year. This is a revenge
game. We got the final shot and it rolled around the rim.

We lost to them four years running. "
Wagner has the advantage over Stony Brook of

already being in the midst of their season. They'll be
coming to us with an edge. T`at's their advantage, but
we have the home court advantage."

Nevertheless, many Stony Brook athletes wonder if
playing at home is really an advantage.
speed

t>ateman/Bili Snerman

TW_ WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM hopes to
improve on last season's 9-8 record.

By BRUCE 1ENENBAUM
Emile Francis would be proud!

Lest year they were just a club
macl fr jm scratch and almost
errt; ely -except for $250 worth)
fur-led by team members. Now
they're playing at the Nassau
Coliseum! That's a suee story
that anyone could admie nd it
belonp to the one and only Stoy
Brook Hockey Club ... Who?
That's right! Tle Stony Brook
Hockey Club will be an the very
same ice dot the Now York
Ilandes play (not that that's
anyting to bng about) on.

This may be a little hard to
sp, but it's exactly what it

apeas to be. A Stony Brook
Athletic Cub will be playing in a
pofil Athletic Arena apuht
an Ivy League (Columbia) team

Mwe dub i probably tew a"
d St Bro sqad Wm

ia Most pIo y }eve kmewa
uniI now,, tht St ny rok hWl a

Hockey Club! Yes, it does - and
what does founder and captain
Tom D'Agari think of the club's
chances I beat Columbia in the
Nassau Coliseum? D'Agati says,
""No question about it. we're going
to win. We've got some really top
notch players." That's it! No
question about it

Sdek T s
Of couse, there is one minor

problem that has to be taken cae
of before the newest Stony Brook
dub can skate out and basb
Columbia The dub mint sell some
250 tickets to help finane this
little venture. Tickets ue pried at
$5 apiece and Ira sortation to and
fom the gme on Febmuay 5 is
a abe fo a fee. Contact

Tom D'At in Roon C-114
Langmuir for tickets or

infonma 9 whkh is also alp
through the Sesa s staff
6-3690.

If the tickets are not sold by
January 30, then the team _mebers
might have to start dhggw into
ther poe once mae for money.
D9Agpti telnb that _ -, e might
be the "pivotal" point in the dub's
short bhsty.

As of now. the starting six appear
to be D'Agati at right wing,
Gonna in center, Aguirre in the
left positon, "'Chip" Deacon and
Jack Breig on defense, and Warren
Ladau In the net. But with thee
weeks to go that lineup is subject to

In any event the dub's biggWst
goal now is to sell thae tickets
Tbeyll worry about Cohmmbia
later.

g the Fa I H u

Budde Plans Course Changes_His
First Score

j- '

Alan IL Fodfickg
The time had come. He ad waied oh. so long for it.

nd She, too, was anxiously anticipang the rCults of
is charge. She had aed His futile attempts al too

I and was silently praying that this time it indeed
ould be fuitful.
None of His put mistakes would get in the way this

me. Finally, at last. He would attain what had escad
Im so often in tee past - the bitter, failing pa He
as ready, and so was She, for that ever elusive goal. Te
me had come.
Twisting and turning., His torso surged forward,

straight ahead, relentlessly. At times, either or both of
His feet would leave the ground, marking an acceleration
which He never before had known. It was this quickness
- the ease - which forewarned Him that this tone it
would be true.

It would be His first score.
Realizing that all He had wanted ever since His

childhood (and now He was an adult) was within his
reach, He tried harder and harder and harder. This tme,
He thought, fantasy would cease existence, and reality
would be its product. Or so He thought

Meanwhile, She urged
him on. Yes, She had waited
for this moment as much as
He had, maybe more. It was
beyond doubt that if He
were to continue moving
the same way - carefully
measured and steady - then
for sure She would be able
to rejoice.

It would be His first
score.

Barely detectable was the
panting which accompanied
His vear v mrfea

Nevertheless She knew. Just by the motion of His body
She knew that He was breathing hard. Yes, She also
knew the exact motions which his body was
undertaking.
9Her eyebrows, arched like two rainbows, emphasized

the penetrating stare with which She observed His every
move. Unaware of Her observation, He continued as He
had never continued before.

- One arm, as if warding off any evil encountered,
provided Him support. His other arm clutched tightly
the skin which He so often before had simply toyed
with, as though He were a child. But this was a man's
game, and his grip tightened.

He was thinking, as unlikely as it seemed, that if he
were to not succeed this time, there would be no "next
time." Using His thoughts as incentive, he pressed
onward, hardly moving backwards or sideways, but
nevertheless moving forward at all times.

His steady penetration created screams of glee as She,
knowing not what to expect, cried: "Please. Don't stop
now. Keep going. Keep going!"

And so He did. I won't stop now, he muttered to
himself. Nothing can stop me this time! Nothing!! And
so it was. It was becoming His first score.

His ears, sensitive to the world, did not hear Her
happy voice. His body, spitting off sweat like a bursting
rain cloud, of course did not feel Her tingling. Her eyes,
shining effervescent joy, went unnoticed. And Her face,
reflecting realized optimism, too went without a witness.

It was His first score.
The rhythmic, deliberate motions gave way to an

unanticipated, random thrust which even He had not
expected. But, again, He had never done it before. They
weren't quite screams of jubilation nor were they the
hushed tones which accompany the aftermath of such. A
sigh perhaps would best describe the sound which left
His mouth. For Her, it was the happy laugh of
long-awaited accomplishment.

It was a long time coming, and the wait was now over..
In all His tomorrows, there never agin would be a fst
time. For that He w grateful. Finally, at last, He had
scored His first touchdown ever.

'Me extra point was good, and teen She watched Him
do it again on instant replay.

Tonme n Hoopsters

SB Pucks to Fly at the Coliseum
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When Dick Gregory spoke here at the end of
November, I wrote down some of his comments on the
back of a leaflet announcing the showing of a film about
the murder of Fred Hampton in Chicago four years
ago-a leaflet referring to some of the insanity that
Gregory lashed out against. Both reminded me of a
cartoon I once saw entitled "Black Panther Killings in
Chicago,," depicting a stream of bullets flying through a
locked d6or and leaving the imprint of a swastika.

I had last heard Gregory in Hartford, Conn. in the
spring of 1972, a few months before Watergate became a
household name. He was near the end of the first year of
his more than 20-montih liquid fast against the war, and
he looked it. He talked again and again about the war
and of his reasons for fasting against it. He commented
that once he started weeping when he saw his daughter
eating an apple, since the sight of the food reminded him
of his fast and of the war he was fasting against.

But Dick stressed then that the war was merely
indicative of a larger sickness in America, and his main
theme was that it was up to us '"young white kids" to do
something about it. Eighteen months later, with the war
"over" (meaning only that no more Americans are dying
there) but with Watergate in its place, Gregory spoke at
Stony Brook and emphasized again: "You youngsters
got a big job to do."

He called Nixon "the lowest form of cut-throat,
hoodlum-assed gangster," adding, "He's a slimy,
degenerate, petty, peon pimp. He's reached the lowest of
the low." But impeaching Nixon wouldn't be enough, he
asserted. "Impeach the Dick Nixon in you, too. Impeach
the filth and degeneracy in this country."

That's why no one should be too surprised over what
Nixon's done, Gregory said. "Nixon grew up in this
country, and all his ideas ame ones he got from living in
this country. America is an insane, vicious, and unethical
nation; why not have a President that reflects the
country?"

Laughingly, Gregory said that when he was told that
he'd made Nixon's enemy list, he replied, "Call him up
and tell him I accept before he ch hies hi mind."

Our top priority for 1974 should be
to improve the quality of life and of
services on campus. I hope each reader
will reflect on what can be done and
will make suggestions to the
appropriate persons or to me. (I will
lMt below on each item the offices and
telephones for useful comments.) Each
of us should especially do what we can
to be considerate of each other and to
establish a University ambiance that
promotes reflection and creative
scholarly work. All those employees
providing essential campus services are
being asked to emphasize courtesy and
responsiveness, and I hope others will
do all they can to maintain a good
academic tone on campus.

Some of the specific efforts at
improvement of campus life are the
following:

a) Improvement of the Campus
Appearance: Unfortunately, as the
semester begins construction has
required some additional trees to be
cut, but others should be planted in
the Spring and a special effort will be
made to maintain landscaping where it
has been put in place. In areas where
the construction program permits, we
will undertake planting this Spring. I
am appointing a special "Committee
on Campus Beautification" under the
Chairmanship of Professor Robert
Merriam of the Division of Biological
Sciences. The committee will be
assisted by Mr. Charles Wagner,
Director of Facilities Planning,
(extension 6-6027).

At many universities it is
conventional for each gradua ca dss
to plant a sprig of ivy on the campus.
At Stony Brook our needs are so great

V)

* l

{L)
*

matter of policy or procedure of
general interest should send this
material to Ms. Barbara Grimaldi in
the Office of University Relations
(extension 6-3580). 'here will also be
an increasing use of the Statesman,
WUSB, and other campus media for
regular announcements.

e) Improvement of University
sstems and procedures: Many of the
morale problems on the campus stem
from dissatisfactions in the
functioning of University services. We
want to make great efforts this year to
improve these supporting operations.
If you have suggestions for
improvements of any administrative
services, please call the office of the
appropriate Vice President.

f) Clarification of Administrative
Policies and Pro s: In an effort
to clarify and to communicate the
University's procedures and policies,
an Office of Management Systems has
been established under the direction of
the Assistant Vice President and
Director Joseph McConkey. This
oMce is now issuing to every
department, to Polity offices, and to
the Library, a blue notebook which
contains -established statements of
policy and procedures. Additions to
these notebooks can be made as
further policy and procedures are
claried. All interested university
members should use these notebooks
to answer questions on campus policy
and p edus. Suggestions for
improvements should be bright to
the attention of Mr. McConkey, Room
138 in the Administration Building,
(extension 6-7912). 'Me notebooks are
admittedly incomplete initially but
will be expanded as various procedures
are su ed.

g) Informal Meeting Places: We
want to create all over the campus
additional informal meeting places of
various kinds where the atmosphere is
conducive to the easy interchange of
ideas. From residential colleges to the
Stony Brook Union to academic
buildings, we now have lounges, a pub,
buffeterias and snack bars, seminar
rooms, and other meeting places.
Much can be done to improve the
appearance and atmosphere of these
locations, to make them useful, and to
make their availability known. The
priorities for various lounges and
luncheon places are being discussed
with various groups including the
Executive Committee of the Faculty
Senate. The Food Committee is
working to improve the campus
cafeteria services.

In every way I can, I will work to
see the best possible University
atmosphere is fostered this Spring
while I also endeavor to push
completion of the University's
construction in the central campus
area so that we can then achieve a
physical environment of a good and

balanced university.
(The miter is president of SUNY
Stony Brook.)

I suggest that each graduating student
or other willing person provide a sprig
of ivy to be planted wherever
designated by agreement with Mr.
Wagner's office. The University is
especially grateful to the Women's
Cub for their recent decision to plant
a Japanese weeping cherry tree in the
Chemistry Building courtyard this
coming Spring; I hope this will set a
trend in which each of us will
contribute to campus beautification.

b) Improvement of Campus
Maintenance: Vice President Joseph
Diana, Assistant Vice President Joseph
Hamel, and Acting Director of
Physical Plant Ray Smith are making
special efforts to improve campus
maintenance during the coming year.
In addition to a crew that has been
established to deal with emergencies,
we are trying to regularize the
necessary preventive maintenance.
Vice President Diana (extension
6-6000) welcomes suggestions that any
members of the campus can give him

for improved maintenance.
c) Campus Safety: During the past

year the University established a
special safety program coordinated by
our new Environmental Safety Officer
Alfred Gray. To support and to
accelerate this work, I have recently
appointed a special task force on
safety under the direction of the
Chairnan, Mr. Robert Chason. Safety
hazards should be brought to the
attention of the appropriate building
manager or Mr. Gray (extension
6-3337). A rehabilitation project is
now underway to correct many of
these hazards.

d) Lmprofemts in campus
communication: Much of the problem
of campus ambiance is the result of
misinformation. We are going to do all
we can to improve communication on
the campus by greater use of the
announcements in s1This Week"".
Anyone who plans a forthcoming
event that should be brought to the
attention of the whole campus or has a

"You youngsters got a big job to do."" More seriously, he declared that when he was
watching the Middle East war on TV and saw someone
die, he didn't care whether it was an Arab or a Jew, since
the person was "still a human being."

Slowly, methodically, intensely, Gregory repeated his
theme: '"his country's in bad shape; you have the job
of getting sanity back into its You've got the big job of
making this nation civilized for the first time. You don't
have too much time."

His faith in the students in the audience was as strong
as it was in Hartford in the spring of 1972. He said that
the Nobel Peace Prize should go to '"you young kids who
dared to protest in the streets and marched on the
Pentagon, for never again will old men decide where
young men are going to die .... You young white kids
have upset this system so bad that they've decided to
make you the new niggers. They say you're just being
lazy and shiftless and that you don't want to work.

"America is morally bankrupt. If you don't take
immediate action, we're gonna all be in serious trouble."

Gregory's words struck like a lightning bolt. ""Say to
the colleges," he declared, "that they exist to satisfy
your needs, that they should educate you and not just
indoctrinate you, that they should teach you how to
live, not just how to make a living."

At the end a virtual evangelist was speaking. 'There's
a force that controls the entire universe that will one day
ask one simple question: How much service did you give
to your fellow human beings? ... Service is the most
important thing you could do ... Defend the needy
against the greedy .... The fate and destiny of America
depend on you." 4

"The day when you decide that honesty and integrity
will become the cornerstone of this nation," Gregory
said softly, "that's the day that this country will become
the most beautiful nation that's ever existed on the
planet Earth."

When Gregory had finished, a standing ovation
greeted this man who has so much faith in us, this man
who refuses to believe that his faith might not be
justified. For as he said so simply, and yet so cogently,
"Only you young folks can do it."

(The writer is a ur columnist for Statesma.)

-Dick Gregory

Working to Improve SUSB Life 1974
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Stony Brook has taken an in-depth look
at itself in the mirror and found itself
covered with "roughnesses, pimples and
warts." The Institutional self-study report,
to be released next week, attempts to view
Stony Brook completely, find its strengths
and weaknesses, and provide a groundwork
for the implementation of its
recommendations.

The report makes some valid and
accurate observations of how this campus is
perceived by its various constituencies. But,
their observations are largely perceptions
of the writers: it has been openly
acknowledged that in many cases it was
hard to statistically substantiate certain
passages.

The report is undeniably candid in its
interpretation of campus academic and

which the report will be a forum for
discussion. The report itself is the inquiry
phase, which is followed by a discussion
period and then action. It is essential that
the University follow through this
se I f -s t u d y with conscientious
implementation.

The self-study report has the potential to
resolve many sore spots this campus
has known for the past ten years, since it
brings to light Stony Brook's deepest
tensions.

Even though the Institutional self-study
eport has as many holes in it as a Swiss

cheese, it is a necessary working document
and is recommended reading for all
students, faculty and administrators; a
necessary study in the inner workings of
the campus.

social life. but it creates more questions
that it (answers. Instead of proposing
solutions, the study proposes questions
which it feels need to be examined. It is
sensed that the authors shied away from
making concrete recommendations for fear
that some administrator might end up on
some bureaucrat's political chopping block.

Although the report is a hasty document
in which some of the statements seem
unsubstantiated, its findings cannot be
ignored. Immediate action must be taken
to ameliorate what was described as a
pervasive negative attitude of the Stony
Brook campus.

In hopes of implementing change in
order to correct the University's ills, the
steering committee devised a structure in

0 ~

J?
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UJ~ eating Outage
the cold weekend, and the University
would not have spent $2300 on heaters. As
it was, the Maintenance and Finance
departments decided to have the pump
installed anyway on Monday.

The problem in Tabler appears to be
resolved for the moment. But there are
quite a few problems which it brought to
the fore. The major one was a lack of
communication. It took several days before
the Housing office even knew that there
was a problem in the heating system. The
Maintenance department was itself
confused over the extent of the problem,
and whether or not it was rectified during
the previous week. None of the students
knew what the situation was, except via
hearsay. We suggest that the University
take a little more concern in informing
students about various problems which
affect them and their living quarters, as
well as take steps to improve their internal
communications. The result would be less
bad feeling and greater efficiency.

Given the poor handling of the matter
by the University, we feel that the students
are entitled to some sort of restitution,
however small it may be. It is not the
amount of money which is of concern, but
the principle that students are human
beings who deserve the service they are
paying for. Perhaps such restitution will
make the University less lackadaisical in
repairing its dormitory facilities, and less
inclined to succumb to bureaucratic hasslec
in providing relief.

The heating breakdown in Tabler Quad
this past week brought out both the best
and the worst of University officialdom.

On the positive side. the Housing office
proved that it was willing and capable of
cutting through red tape to expedite help
to heatless students. Dormitory
Maintenance Director Frank Trowbridge
displayed great concern and resourcefulness
when he pushed a $2300 purchase order
this past Saturday in order to obtain 100
space heaters from Sears for distribution te
the afflicted students.

We wish that such alacrity ana
consideration were the rule rather than the
exception at the University. If it were,
perhaps the entire episode would have been
avoided.

For the past several months, the
University has been waiting for a heating
pump to be fixed. And they are still
waiting. It is inexcusable that the
Maintenance department and the Office of
Finance and Management could allow
replacement of the part to take so long.
The resulting delay made the equipment
breakdown inevitable, and was costly both
in human and monetary considerations.

That same lack of concern colored the
decision to delay installing a temporary
pump last Friday, when the problem
became severe. If those departments had
acted with human concern in mind, instead
of bureaucratic dictates, and immediately
installed the emergency pump, the Tabler
residents would not have suffered through
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Calendar of Events
NOTICE: If you want to get an activity into the
Calendar of Events you MUST follow these
guidelines:

1. Include type of event, time, place, and
person to contact (with phone No.), in case
of difficulties.

2. Activities for Wednesday's paper must reach
the Statesman Office (suite 075) no later
than Monday morning.

3. Deadline for Friday's paper is 'Tuesday
morning.

4. Deadline for Monday's paper is Wednesday
morning.

REMEMBER: Send us information early so we
can be sure to print it!

THURSDAY, JANUARY 17

This meeting is mandatory for all members.
Newcomers are welcome.

Notice: People interested in signing up for Wider
Horizons should stop by the Black Studies
Office.

-Interviews for the International College are
held every night until January 20th. For info
call 6-3342.

-The Ammann College Book Emporium is
open Monday thru Thursday, 2-6 p.m., and 8-10
p.m.

Audition: Punch and Judy Follies announces
auditions for a Jules Feiffer Revue from 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. in the Gershwin Music Box, or call Ted
Thompson at 6-3980.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 18

Meeting: The International Folk Dance Club will
meet at 8:30 p.m., in Ammann College lounge.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 19

Ski Trip: Bus will leave at 5:30 a.m. for Great
Gorge in New Jersey. The cost for lift ticket and
bus will be about $10. For reservations and
information call Norm at 6-7238 or Ken at
6-4151.

Movie: COCA presents "Travels with My Aunt"
- 7, 9:30, and midnite, Lecture Hall 100.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 20

Movie: COCA presents "Point of Order" at 8
p.m., in Lecture Hall 100.

MONDAY, JANUARY 21

Meeting: Soundings (Annual Literary Magazine)
would like interested students to attend this first
staff meeting at 8 p.m., in Mount College
lounge.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 22

Meeting: The Black Choir resumes their
meetings at 8:30 p.m., in Ammann College
lounge.

-The Freedom Foods Co-op are holding an
organizational meeting at 8 p.m., >- SBU 231.

Auditions: Auditions for a Jules Feiffer Revue
continue at 7 p.m. in the Gershwin Music Box.

Movie: COCA returns with "Travels with My
Aunt" at 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m., and midnite,
Lecture Hall 100.

Meeting: United to Fight Racism
p.m. in SBU 231.

meets at 8

Movie: Tuesday Flicks presents "El (This
Stranoe Passion)" at 8 mn. rn SBU a;ditorium.

4
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Debbie Toll-A Dynamic Woman of the '; 70s
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Perhaps the house is a reflection of the

people who live there. After talking to

Mrs. Toll, one gets the impression she

doesn't want to be known as "Toll's

wife" by the typical Stony Brook

student, h rattlher prntfr- All ;r1« n tv of
her ow n -' = 1

'
:

;*" * i; )

presents the image of deeply caring about
the University and everyone connected
with it.

Conversation ranges from Debbie's role

as official University hostess, to Dacia's

future, to her concern for the mundane

lives of some of the wives of the

University officials, to the energy crisis,

and to her role in the University's future.

"I worry about the University," says

Debbie. She first entered Stony Brook's

life in 1968, when she began dating the

University President. She was no stranger
to the area as she grew up in Port

Jefferson, the only daughter of an eye

surgeon, who graduated Wellesley in 1955

with a B.A. in economics. She met Toll

on the Old Field tennis courts. "My

father said 'Never, never let him beat

you'" and the courtship was a

long-distance one as Debbie worked for

the magazines Business International and

Vogue as a copy writer and resided in the

city.
"One day John called me, and he had

to cancel a date. It seems the police had

come on campus and busted a couple of

kids for drugs," she related.
The Tolls were married in 1970 and

John Toll became the father of Dacia

about a year and a half later. Debbie has

devoted the time of their marriage to

taking care of Dacia, entertaining and
getting to know administrators, professors

and students.
Family Traits

When Dacia comes in the room one is

immediately struck by the blond baby's

resemblance to her father. She stares at

you much the way her father does when

you ask him a question that takes him
some time to answer. Debbie scoops up
Dacia in her arms, "Ill kill her if she

(Continued on page 4)

evidently recent works, but the green
carpet has been around a while. "When I
first came to live in this house three years

ago," referring to when she first married,
"the walls were the same horrible green

color as thu e;.rt. I' l rLB 'I' to make

some changes

By CONNIE PASSALACQUA

It was a great disappointment this

semester for Debbie Toll and her husband

John, Stony Brook's president, when

they missed the Frank Zappa concert in

November. If it wasn't for a social

obligation, the University's first lady says

she and her husband would have sat on

the floor to see Zappa.
Although Mrs. Toll has been to

numerous rock concerts at Stony Brook,

including "Blood, Sweat and Tears" and

the "Jefferson Airplane," she says she

hesitates to go nowadays because of the

high noise levels. "When I go, I can feel

my ear cells dying," she said.

Besides her liberated musical tastes,

Mrs. Toll views herself as a liberated

woman.
"I don't look at myself as being the

wife of the University President," she
commented, and she questions the whole

idea of marriage. "Can you believe that

98 per cent of everyone in general gets

married eventually?"Motherhood for her

is "very time consuming," she explains as

she minds her 18-month old daughter

Dacia and anticipates her duties as a new

mother with the birth of her second

child, which she expects to arrive late in

the spring semester.

Presidential Residence

Upon entering Shorewood, the ten

room, five acre Toll residence in Old

Field, which the University provides for

them, one expects the lady of the house

to be the picture of domesticity. The

house, however, is well-cared for. It looks

lived in and homey: Pumpkin bread is

cooking in the kitchen and dishes are

sitting around waiting to be put back in

the closets. The living room has some

modem colorful paintings that are
Debbie To me
(top 1Se), a. {v).

ilatesmana/vau< DV« mcn*I

ff Daua (top right) and wife of University President John Toll
Atd ;hig like that of the typical housewife.



Weekend Preview

By MICHAEL B. KAPE
Has getting back to the old grind

just about ground you up? Are the
"going back to school" blues putting a
damper to your days? Is life here
breaking your spirit? Is your ship
sinking fast into the sunset? Well,
that's too bad. This first weekend of
the newest semester is going to be a
desert of activities with a few bright
oases looming in the distant horizon.

Heading up the fun things to do this
weekend is Punch and Judy Follies'
"Cabaret." It's a different approach to
theatrical entertainment, and a tribute
to thoughtful planning on the
producers' parts; they will be
competing with almost no-one for an
audience this weekend. (See review
this page.)

Out in the Real World
The majority of activities this

weekend seem to be taking place off
campus this weekend. Down in good
oP Port Jefferson Theatre Three
productions is presenting a very good
production of the hit comedy
Twigs." The two hour show is very
entertaining and worthwhile, and has a
strong cast in it. Performances are in
the Port Jefferson Presbyterian Church
on Main Street. For information and
reservations call 928-0500.

Down the road about twenty miles
is the nice little town of Huntington.
In that town of Huntington is Long
Island's only professional theatre
company, the Performing Arts
Foundation (PAF). Nestled in its
comfortable little theatre, PAF gives

Theatre Review

Al Pacino (center with beard) plays an undercover detective in the very hiohly successful movie, ^Serpico."
Steve Oirich, the cabaret's musical director, deserves special commendation for
his tremendous efforts in this successful show.
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By GREG WALLER
Experiencing link* of Hunter

l^ompscn's 'Tear and Loathing"
i^cause I was among close friends and
relations, and yet chilled by the
(oldest and snowiest Las Vegas winter
m 25 years, 1 got to see only a few
films during three weeks in the neon
oasis of the high desert. Not
surprisingly, in the "Entertainment
(apitol of the World" movies run
almost as poorly as the Minnesota
Vi kings, but Las Vegas does have two
(inematic anomalies. There \ an
entrepreneured movie-complex with
11 different programs running
simultaneously, and what is even more
freakish. Pat Garret t and Billy the Kid
played foi six months straight in one
of the 11 theaters And, there's the
MGM Grand Hotel's "Grand Theater,"
undoubtedly the most lavish screening
room this side of San Simeon (Hearst's
Castle), with rows of leather couches
for two, each equipped with a button
to call for a cocktail waitress while
Singing in the Rain dances across a
gargantuan screen.

It was not in any of these 12
theaters, however, but in a
neighborhood $1.50 double-biller, that
I got to see two movies which I missed
the first and even the second time
around. Besides including some
excellent stock-car racing footage, Jim
Croce's beautiful version of *Tve Got
a Name," and "Moonshine"
comedy/chase scenes better than
vitage TTiunder Road, Lament
Johnson's Last American Hero
honestly and unpretentiously lives up
- * '- ritip Jpff Hrid-^"; ^s n mountain

boy seeking cash and fame on the
stock-car circuit, does become an
"American Hero," but a peculiarly
contemporary hero, comparable to a
successful rock star. Howevermuch
skill Junior Jackson has, whatever the
integrity of his individualism and the
honesty of his sentiments, he must
finally compromise with the
big-money vested interests, promote
Coca Cola and STP, and bargain for
vestiges of individual control of his
life. In addition, he must painfully
leam that the American Hero no
longer gets the giri, but rather gets the
groupie.

Bridges also stars in Bad Company, a
film potentially better, but
unfortunately not as artistically
successful as Last American Hero. Bad
Company is about the attempt of a
group of young Civil War deserters and
draft-dodgers to '"Go West." Like Doc
or Kid Blue, Bad Company is a
"realistic" western, an attempt to
demythologize the romantic
Hollywood West. Occassionally it
succeeds, as in a brilliant segment
which captures the terrifying and yet
burlesque absurdity of a mutually
inept shoot-out. But too often the
realism is similar to the realism of a
TV police drama, predictable and
glossy. Bad Company does however
suggest the irrationality and
explosiveness of paranoic "frontier"
violence, and the photography,
dialogue, and costumes create an
interesting "period piece." But

probably the most memorable and
intelligent aspect of the film is the
characterization. Not only does Bad

Company de-romanticize the West, but
it includes a character who goes
through a learning process similar to
the viewer's, who begins the westward
journey reading Jane Eyre by
campfirelight and recording naive
observations in a pocket diary. But
this "Young Innocent's" great
expectations are undercut and he must
adapt to a treacherous and
unromantic reality, much as the
audience must respond to a West,
equally fictitious as the Hollywood
version, but lacking the recognizable
security of John Wayne and
Monument Valley, lacking even
Ponderosa pines to break up the
barren desolation.

COCA CINEMA 100
TRAVELS WITH MY AUNT starring
Maggie Smith, Alee McCowen and Lou
Gossett. Directed by George Cukor.
Screenplay by Jay Presson Alien and Hugh
Wheeler based upon the novel by Graham
Greene.

Based on Graham Greene *s
best-selling novel, directed by veteran
Hollywood director George Cukor,
and starring Maggie Smith, Travels
with My Aunt has the components
necessary for a super film comedy.
"Hie plot equally has great potential:
Aunt Augusta (Maggie Smith), a far
from retiring senior citizen,
unexpectedly invades the enclosed,
domestic life of her nephew (Alex
McCowen), a bank teller whose major
preoccupation in life is cultivating
dahlias, and the two proceed to travel
ensemble. The film's best moments
arise from the remnants of Greene's
witty dialogue which survive in the
screenplay and from the everpresent
clash of opposing life-styles.

Long Island the best plays and
performances around. They are
presently showing a very well received
production of Shakespeare's 'Twelfth
Night." For those of you who
happened to see it last year on
campus, here's your chance to see the
merry comedy done correctly. For
reservations and information give PAF
a call at 271-8282.

If your interests lie in the Mark
Spitz set, the Stony Brook swimming
team can gladly accommodate you.
This Saturday afternoon at 1:00, they
will be swimming their ways into your
hearts in a meet against Albany. It
might be fun, and quite worthwhile to
cheer on Stony Brook's one winning
team.

In any case, the rest of the weekend
is virtually dead; this will be another
lifeless Stony Brook weekend. As it is
now, the most inviting prospect is to
curi up with a good book and read.
However, with lower room
temperatures (and in some cases lower
means a temperature equal to a cold
day at the North Pole), it might be wise
to pull out all those blankets in your
closets.

If reading isn't of great interest to
you (it is a painful reminder of all that
course work you will soon have to do),
the great outdoors still awaits you.
Reports have it that Roth Pond is a
great place to go ice skating now, and
moonlight skating is the "in" thing
this year. Another fun thing to explore
this time of year is the "Forever Wild"
woods between the main campus and

i
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COCA movie this weekend.

PINE CINEMA
Behind the Green Door (X).

CENTURY MALL
Laughing Policemen starring Walter
Matthau and Bruce Dem. Directed by
Stuart Rosenberg (R).

CINEMAS 112 No. 1
New Land starring Max Von Sydow

and Liv Ullman. Directed by Jan

Troell.
and

Sterile Cuckoo starring Liza Minelli

CINEMAS 112 No. 2
Cry of the Wild

PORT JEFFERSON ART CINEMA
Kid Blue starring Dennis Hopper and
Warren Oates. Directed by James
Franley (PG).

and
TTie Paper Chase starring Timothy
Bottoms. Directed by James Bridges
(PG).

Travels with My Aunt is most
impressive cinematographically in the
various flashbacks to Aunt Augusta's
flamboyant past. Unfortunately both
critics and theater audiences (judging
from the film's limited commercial
showings) found the best moments in
Travels with My Aunt to be few and
far between, swallowed up in a film
that one critic found generally
"unsuccessful."

LOCAL THEATERS

THREE VILLAGE THEATER
Serpico starring Al Pacino and John
Randolph. Directed by Sidney Linnet

(R).

BROOKHAVEN THEATER
Last House on the Left starring David
Hess. Directed by Wes Craven (R).

and
Don't Look Down in the Basement.

mother.

the Surge buildings. A Saturday
afternoon walk is a pleasant
experience, and it's even a lot of fun.

If outdoor hikes are just not your
thing; if reading is not enjoyable; if

you left your ice skates at home; if
your car won't start because of the
weather; if this first weekend at Stony
Brook is ^tting to be a real riras. then

sit home and polish \ our ^ho.

emotion whiningly pathetic to whining

lover and finally leaver. The other

characters are not real enough. The

lines are there for them in the

dialogue, but it just doesn't happen,

like it does for the three others.

The film lags seriously in spots and

this can only be blamed on Sidney

Lumet. Pacino cannot be expected to

carry a two-hour film singlehandedly

(he almost does, by the way). Despite

all these very serious faults, the film

works. And it does, because of Pacino.
See "Serpico." You won't see the

most complete film, but you will see a

fine actor at work.

of the film.
There is not much else to the film,

except for Tony Roberts (Bob Blair)

and John Randolph (Sidney Green).

They are the only actors who can

stand up to Pacino's stunning

performance. Barbara Eda-Young

(Laurie) is awful. She ranges in

By BRIAN RUSSO
"Serpico." with Al Pacino. John Randolph.
Biff McLain, and Barbara Eda-Young.
Directed by Sidney Lumet. Running time.
140 minutes.

Pacino. A new name can positively

be added to the all-time list of

"heavies" (include Brando, Bogart,

Tracy, and Cagney). Pacino is as

American as apple-pie. He is hard and

tough, a man like the

above-mentioned, who does what he

has to do. His latest film, "Serpico" is

proof positive that he is here to stay.

After 'The Godfather," where he was

brilliant, there came "Scarecrow," a

slick film which took advantage of

Pacino's previous success. Although

there are still traces of this past

slickness, "Serpico" is Pacino's most

solid role.
"Serpico" is the true story of an

honest New York City cop who, as he

says, "just wants to be left alone to do

my job." But there is a lot of graft and

kickback for any cop who wants it in

New York City; Serpico doesn't want

it. For his honesty and other

idiocyncrasies (interest in the arts,

unconventional hair and clothes style)

he is harrassed by fellow-officers and

superiors. He tries every avenue to

reveal the corruption he sees, but is

continually frustrated. This pent-up

frustration grows and spreads

throughout Serpico's whole being. The

emotions are totally expressed by

Pacino, especially in the scene with the

loanshark, where he completely

explodes in a frightening, almost

berserk way. His frustration develops

into a sense of exhaustion by the end

starts in a very humorous mood, then

transforms into a hard-biting, effective

piece of philosophy. Teresa and Nancy

handily perform the satire, changing

from back-room ladies to class-A

cynics to knowledgable women. The

other powerful song in the first act is

again from "The Threepenny Opera."
"How to Survive" is a strong song in

and of itself, but the ensemble carries

it beyond conventional limits through
the use of masks.

The second act stays on the

humorous and entertaining side. The

two opening numbers, "The Minute
Waltz" and "Ice Cream Song," set the

light tone for the rest of the act. The

highpoints of the act are "I Hate

Him," a love song of two people

professing true hate to one another,
and "The Psychotic Quartet," a song
for singing lunatics. The show ends

simply and beautifully with Jim
Dawson's "Simple Song," a fitting
finale to this evening of cabaret.

A song by song description of this
show does not do it justice. The entire
concept of the cabaret is carried out
throughout the show, down to the
audience sitting around tables. It is
reminiscent of "Jacques Brel is Alive
and Well and Living in Paris," but it
has more variety to it. Although the
show is very complicated, it still keeps
a feeling of simplicity that makes it all
the more enjoyable.

The atmosphere surrounding the
presentation is free and open; the

By MICHEAL B. KAPE
AN EVENING OF CABARET - Produced
by the Theatre Department and Punch &
Judy Follies. Starring STEVE BALL. BOB
BUKOWSKI. NANCY GUTTMAN.
TERESA PA RENTE. Musical Direction by
STEVE 01 RICH.

A breakthrough in theatrical

entertainment at Stony Brook is now

being presented in the Fanny Brice

Theatre. That breakthrough is the

Theatre Department/Punch and Judy

Follies production of "An Evening of

Cabaret." The show is a humorous,

powerful, and original presentation

that is a memorable theatrical event.

The cabaret is a combined effort of

a very talented ensemble who guide

the audience through an hour and a

half of songs by a variety of artists like

Kurt Weill, Gait McDermot, and Bob
Merrill. The four member cast consists
of Steve Ball, Bob Bukowski, Nancy
Guttman, and Teresa Parente. All of

them are very versatile performers,

who all shine throughout the show.

Powerful Pieces

The show opens with a clever

rhythmic piece by all four members

which becomes "Summer, Summer"

from *Two Gentlemen of Verona."

The pace of the brisk song continues

throughout the first act, with only

occassional lapses in the timing. The

most powerful piece in the first act is

the rendition of "Army Song" from

"The Threepenny Opera/' The song

: ,w

'<
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The cast of "An Evening of Cabaret" are all talented performers, and help to
make the show one of the best done at Stony 6rook.

designer. Abbe Rosenfeld, all helped

to keep the show interesting with their

excellent designs, making the visual

side as attractive as the show itself.

The only area where the show is

lacking in is the choreography.
Although the dances are eye-catching

at times, they are never really

outstanding, like other parts of the

show.
All in all, "An Evening of Cabaret"

is one of the best theatrical events to

happen at Stony Brook in a long time.

It is one of those shows that you come

out of wanting to see it again and

again. The raw talent displayed is

superb, and the finely polished quality

will be unparallelled for a long time to

come. It is a model show of student

productions. "An Evening of Cabaret"

runs through this Sunday and next

Friday through Sunday at the Fanny

Brice Theatre in Stage XII Cafeteria.

Tickets are free, but reservations are

definitely required because of the

limited seating. This is one show that

should not be missed if at all possible.

rigors of straight theatre are relaxed,
and the audience is put at ease from
the moment that they enter the
theatre. There is no attempt to
separate the cast from the audience, or
the stage crew from the cast. This
helps to contribute to the success of
the evening.

One person who deserves special
commendation is the cabaret's musical
director, Steve Oirich. From the
moment the audience enters, Oirich is
at the piano, and he does not leave
until after the show is over. He is a
talented musician who has helped to
guide the cabaret, and makes one of
the most valuable contributions to the
show. He ably handles all the various
types of music in the show with equal
skill, and supports the cast all the way
through the show.

Visually Excellent
The technical aspects of the show

are, perhaps, the most complicated
elements to the cabaret. The costume
designer, SUva Lame, the set designer,
Barbara Zuckerman, and the lifiiiting
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DebiCO Tol Spa Out on pit r Ont Be Ial

Mdtor s Note: With the approaching Bob Dylan
concer1its at the Naswa Ckuften next uweek, two
Stony Brook students Wholim Waey and Donna
Lynn NatoU hawe previewe the Dylan tour in
Toronto and Philsdefpfua. Here are their reports.

By DONNA LYNN NATOU
Bob Dylan's pefrac at the Philadephia

Sopec trum on January 7 was a dersigreminder of
AD we have koct as a people and as a generation. In the

sxesMr. Dylan was the voice of the movement.
Even his evolution from pure folk to folk-rock (as
tinst evidenced at Forest Hills Stadium in 1965 when
he reappeared after intermission with a full band and
various electrical contrivances), did not indicate a
departure from his original ethics: it was merely a
sign of growth in an individual performer. Dylan's
tour is not a symbol of growth but merely reflects the
stagnation and apathy that we are all now
experiencing.

Aside from an "Impeach Nixon" banner and a roar
of agreement when Dylan came to that line in "It's
Alright Ma" that reads "Even the president of the
United States at sometime must stand naked'. I it was
an apolitical evening. Dylan has divorced himself
from revolution and is going the path of the
rich-rock-musician. Although his tour lacks any of the
spectacular effects of say the Emerson, Lake, and
Palmer tour, there is present a total lack of feeling for
the audience that often accompanies big tours. Dyllan
does not speak to the audience at all. He accepts their
wild applause for what he once was but does not try
to realize his past greatness. He methodically puts
forth songs like "Rainy Day Women," "Mr. Jones"
and "Positively 4th Street" sans the-deriant delivery
which was customarily his style. 'Me phrases are
stressed differently and the original meanings are lost.
But the crowd at the Spectrum failed to notice.
Perhaps they felt they had to love Dylan at $9.50 a
ticket.

One wonders why Dylan hasn't toured for eight
years and why he should finally make his
reappearance now. Perhaps the answer lies with "Mhe
Band" who were Dylan 's original back-up band. This
was a good year for them as they toured successfully

and appeared at Watkins Gleen. Thieir performance
was superior (at least to Dylan's) and their versatility
dleariy demonstragedi as they played back-up for
Dylan and did a set on their own. "Stage t"ih wau a
song "Mhe Band" recor.Mided that many felt was about
Dylan. Perhaps Dylan was afrid of doing a tour in
the sense that be felt he couldn't fulfill the legendary
image his fans bad of him. If this is so, it isn't

apparent. Dylan doesn't live up to his image, he
doesn't try to, and it doesn't matter because no one
even notices.

The genius songwriter of the sixties can rest
assured he will die a wealthv man with the aid of his
blind bund H * st +all Mr. Dvlan cares

about allu-

Rolling Stone." 'Me theatrical fade in of the house
lights to totally illuminate the arena brought us to our
feet for our dimatctic savoring and revelling in those
bitter and vindictive words characteristic of the
education in emotional realitie~sBob Dylan and his
poetry had gpiven us.

All night Bob Dylan sang with compelling fervor
and intensity. During the electrical first portion of
the concert, his crisp emotional voice ranged through
his prodigious repertoire above the driving
well-integrated accompaniment of "The Band." The
ominous strains of "Ballad of a Thin Man," the
mellow melancholy of "it Takes a Lot to Laugh, It
Takes a Train to Cry," and the alienation of "Just
Like Tom Thumb Blues" were all handled very
effectively.

.Dylan returned alone after intermission with just
an acoustic guitar and harmonica for rive songs. He
sang "Just Like a Woman" and then a sad, soft, surry
into "Gidi From North Country" was followed by
two excellent new songs. These songs "I Love You
More. ... " and "Except You" express his reverent
love for his wife Sama, a love which evidently now
sustains his whole life. He closed the set with "It's
Alright Ma" whose line "even the President of the
United States must sometimes have to stand naked"
drew a pleased uproar.

"Mhe Band" then replaced Mr. Bob to sing alone
for the second time, with solid renditions of "The
Shape I'm In" and "The Weight." Dylan's return, to
extract the final songs from his tired throat, ended
the concert with "Like a Rolling Stone," followed by
one encore: "Most Likely You'll Go Your Way etc."

An aesthetic purist would have been disappointed
in Dylan's handling of his great old songs, noting that
they call for a raspiness, of voice and sharp gruff
caustic overtones of which Bob is no longer capable.
Bob Dylan, however, is not on tour to relive the past.
He has come out to show us that he accepts and
appreciates his past self, proud to,, have been the Bob,,i
Dylan of the 1960's but he i&<wkto warn us that
those days are gone forever. In the words, presumably
to Sama, of one of his new songs, "I Love You More
Than Ever Now That the Past is Gone," he sighs the
relief of his new contentment.

Bob Dylan has changed his path from revolutionary
to rich-rock musician. Although proud of his heyday,
he is content to let those days be buried in the past.

By WILLIAM WILEY

Every one of the 18,000 jamming the Toronto

Maple Leaf Gardens rose to clap thunderously and

sway radiantly smiling to the last stanzas of "Like a

(Continued from page 1)
becomes a housewife," says Debbie.
Debbie is very concerned about the roles
of women in society, particularly at this
University. She tells of the wives of
administrators and how sorry she feels
that many of them were married too
early in life, and that they are not
currently making full use of their
potential because of a lack of education.
Job opportunities in the area are limited,
and according to Debbie, these wives lead
an empty life. She is trying to encourage
many of the wives to earn their graduate
degrees at Stony Brook. Debbie has also
invited Shirley Chisholm to her home to
speak to interested women in March.

Hostess Capacity
Debbie is very concerned with the

students at the University. She meets
many in her capacity as a hostess. "I love
to entertain, but we don't really have
enough money,"' commented Debbie,
referring to the $78 a month allotted to
them by University Relations. "We have
the house and that helps," said Debbie,
"but it's hard to cater two to three
parties a month on this expense
account." 'Me parties, she explained, are
for faculty members and special events, as
well as students.

Expecting
T~hings will become more complicated

the first week in June, when the fourth
Toll is expected to make its appearance
on the Stony Brook scene. "It's our last
chancet "' remar-ked Debbie, who is 38.

After the baby is about two years old,
Debbie plans to play a more active life in
University affairs.

One wonders what phase of life Debbie
will concern herself with first. She talks
of the maintenance workers on campus.
'"Mere's more dissatisfaction among
skilled workers than unskilled workers,"
related Debbie. She also talks about the
food on campus. "Mhe women in the
local area are a part of a very good food
co-op and I wanted to open it to campus
residents, but I was stopped by -the
administration." She also gives her
opinion on the energy crisis, "I think that
of all State University campuses, we're
the best off. Ciarello Brothers [the
university fuel service] is quite good and
we have the best climate of all SUNY
campuses.91

Politically Mum
Debbie also talks of politics. When

asked of the Toll's political preferences,
she replie d that they must keep '^mum, "
because until this November the local
area was ruled by the Republican party.
She talks with enthusiasm of the victory

.of Millie Steinberg, the college program
coordinator in Kelly C., who won a seat
for Suffolk County legislature in
November, and concludes "Politics
should be different around here now."
She also talks of the future of the
University, ""We need a communications
program and a law school." Then, in her
opinion, Stony Brook will be a complete
university.

Statesman/Robert F. Cohen

DEBBIE TOLL doesn't wish to be known as "Toilrs wife," but in her own right as
caring for the University and everyone connected with it.
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Initiating 'Consciousness Raising'
^*^^ w^I Consciousness Raising Effort

g Sms9 I*nd Part II is a report of the activities of the members of
tbe academic community who have been involved this

f^^9^f~m~mS^^m ~S^^^m ' p as t y e ar an d a h a l f in a n in t e n s iv e evaluation of thePre WS 9tzzW t University. One impetus for this Study came from a
formal requirement for a report to the Middle States

As the reader will note in Part I, this University has Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, which
made enormous strides over the last ten years in moving will be sending a visiting team to the campus this
toward its goal of becoming a major institution of higher December to assess the University" qualifications to
education in this country. It should go without saying, grant higher education degrees (and to whom copies of
however, that rapid growth in onizations is almost this Report are being sent). In addition, the Steering
invariably accompanied by turmoil, confusion, and Committee of the Self-Study from the start had a

tisfc tion. In the second put of our self-4tudy, we br Fader set of objectives:
have endeved to take a critical look at the nature of
the problems which have been encountered at Stony 1 ;be othe degree to which this institution
Brook over the last ten years. We do this as openly and ha ± e _ y identified, concep t u te, n
hbeastly as we can, fully aware that our findingUs wm 1 ul e d t m i ons.e
probably reveal publicly the most unfornkate aspects of promulgated its misions,
the University. T'e reader should be aware that we have 2. the determination of the extent of acceptance
in no way attempted to qualify our judgments, soften int e rnaliz a tion of the e of thepae of
the impact of our critictsms nor In any other way the cossnots and
address ourselves to the public Flufos needs of the the conuitr, and
institution. Hence, what follows is tough criticion, hard 3. th e o t em
even for us to accept, but nece y, feel, for our 3 - th a ee m aua ti o n o f t he e flc a y o ft h e evolv e m ic an d

understanding of our past and our progr toward the istrtive stuctures which have evolved to serve
^t^ r ^ ~~~~~~~~~~~the missons..
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lTc follovivg WV xP t ken from Me ti uti l
setWhufdy report, c be bto the campus
next week.

Introduction
Stony Brook an the scene of highe

eye <o. Durig its -eaivl brief
careers it has me am of the major
within the SUN e d has developed the

essetial chiaterc at a compr iesivel,
multi purpo we WM of higher lerning tems of
its Varied stuent p puis it I et bes the public
and land-pant In this coutry. Yet it has

you moan rapidy and has bee educationally more
divenifled than some of its California University
counterparts that emeied dc now at about the same
time. In a number of its demic areas it has become
competitive with major private and public universities in
the United State Its average faculty salary today,
including fringe benefits, is among the highest within the
public n ties. Its faculty, students and alumni have
distings themselves in various public, professional
and intellecal ement Various honors and
modes of public tion have been bestowed upon
-etum of this e pat year Phi
Bite y^|y mch Qrtau a Bl 11 irriil~hit at a -hap I a at
Stony B

Ambiguity and Uneasiness

From the materil of the Self-Study, particularly that
which tes to faculty perceptions, it is dear that there
is both ambiguit and une about the current
directions of the Universty, and of higher education
generally. This may be understood not as faculty
resting these multiple commitments but rather that
these activities are seen neither as continuous nor as
isomorphic with one another. In the more traditional
setting, with greater peeived homogeneity of purpose
representing the different efforts of faculty, the
differences are of degrees rather than of kinds of
involvement.

It is this sense of the different kinds of academic
activity that contribute to the various questions and
issues raised in this report. Yet the fact is that Stony
Brook's development has moved away from the
traditional setting and its particular expectations
towards an institution with a multi-purpose mission
where student constituencies are distinct from, rather
than continuous with, one another. All too often
confusion peits as the faculty is required to adds
different audiences for different intellectual and
academic gas

This is certainly one of the central sues of mass
education in the o mo public uvity. It is
Partilal crucial for a f a new
uivesi with epcan derived hom ex nces

with a more trditinl mol. In addition, theme a
variety of subde soeidl tors, baely unde

as yet, that probably account for significant differences
in our varied student populations today. It is difficult to
determine why modes of cultural and intellectual
provincialism should be prevalent even among freshmen
with the highest academic achievement from secondary
school, and how the world of visual media may have
altered the reading and study habits of students.

Multi-disciplinary Efforts

Yet the recent history of Stony Brook does reveal
faculty efforts in a variety of inventive and innovative
thrusts to meet these different needs. New programs
have been developed, multi-disciplinary efforts have
been organized and intellectual options have been
pluralized. The purposeful focusing of these energies,
deliberately fashioned and directed to the different
constituencies, has yet to be articulated. The self-study
also confirms the fact that a significant number of
faculty are interested and willing to engage their efforts
beyond the departmental level.

Questions Posed
Ths touches upon certain key issues in the

educational enterprise with vexing questions. What
should be the curriculum structure for all students?
Should they experience, regardless of discipline or career
choice, certain common and core intellectual
experiences? What should be the "liberal arts" direction
of any undergraduate curriculum? How should the
educational need of different constituencies on all levels
be met? How should occupational goals be reflected in
the curriculum?

It is manifest that three major themes have dominated
the rationales for higher education:

1. That it is a necessary experience for an enlightened
citizenry-especially crucial in a democracy.

2. That it is the vehicle for the transmission of the
cumulative heritage of our civilization.

Statesman/Frank Sappell

SYDNEY GELBER, Academic Vice President, served as
chariman of the self-study group.

3. That it establishes the groundwork in preparing
students for their respective personal lives, careers
and occupations.

These objectives represent "knowledge" as conveyed by
the university, in three senses: as critical scrutiny, as
information and as training. Although these are not
mutually exclusive from one another, they do represent
different kinds of educational strategies when put into
practice in form of curriculum programs.

Therefore, in the context of mass education these
different objectives provoke concern and uncertainty as
to the ways they can best be realized. The motto of
State University "Let each become all he is capable of
being" may appear as an extension of Plato's ideal. Yet,
for the contemporary university, supported by public
funds, this translates directly into the egalitarian spread
of educational opportunity for the various segments of
our citizenry.

SelfStudy Reflects Large Range of Problems

... It is cdear that there is

both ambbiguity and uneasiness

about the current directions

of the University."
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undergraduate education at Stony Brook is not only
weak but alienating for both students and faculty. The
education is weak and alienating because both students
and faculty are looking for something different from
that which the other is giving. The lack of match is
(mis)perceived on both sides as lack of interest in and
insensitivity to that which is essentially important to the
other.

Personal Growth
The mismatch can be elaborated in terms of the

conflicting concepts of education held by students and
faculty in this situation. For many students, the
educationally "significant" is conceived in terms of the
impact upon personal growth. cis includes such things
as the development of emotional maturity, the
facilitation of interpersonal relationships, the
development of motivation and sustainable curiosity in
them. 'Me life of the mind is neither an end in itself (as
it is for many of their teachers) nor something which
holds first place in their lives. While not uninterested
altogether in the cognitive domain, tasks so central to
present undergraduate education such as acquiring
information and skills, mastering a discipline, studying a
great mind in depth or even reading itself are
subordinated to the experiential and the emotional.
They are judged as to their worth in terms of their rather
immediate capacity to quicken the road toward the
realization of primary goals. Academic activities which
seem to make no difference to or which detract from
that realization are usually avoided or mechanically
performed, becoming as small a part of the students'
lives here at Stony Brook as is consistent with
respectable survival (i.e. with maintaining a B average).

Dehumanizing Lectures

Student concern for personal growth has substantial
impact upon the manner in which they learn. The
packaging or the style of the education takes on major
significance for them. Thus, large lectures which
virtually preclude the possibility of a personal
interaction of the teacher and the student's particular
needs are perceived as impersonal, dehumanizing and
perhaps even counterproductive. Teachers who do not or
cannot devote time to extensive rap sessions appear to
students to have little interest in giving assistance or in
making the content of their courses personally relevant.
Term papers, even given wide latitude as to subject
matter, seem to students often artificially constrained by
the demands of scholarship, and careful exposition; and
whatever energy goes into writing them is judged wasted
when they are returned with little or no comment or
with comments that are yet insensitive to the personal
meanings of the papers. Since student concerns are more
personal than purely cognitive and/or (a fortiori)
methodological, they do not regard systematic and linear
personal development as a great value. They do not have
thto conviction and/or the motivation and/or the
confidence in the worth of the enterprise to enter into
something strange, drawn out, disciplined and dry. They
tend to regard a single class meeting as a unit and expect
that something personally significant or promising
should happen within that unit. The courses seem far
too long. They expect early gestalts and enjoyment from
the process as well as the product. When they are
disappointed, they frequently do not attend class, stop
reading and often believe in the alternative as of equal
educational value. An extended rap session in which
some connection is made between a deeply felt concern
and a resource for addressing that concerti becomes the
most valued education experience. And whoever does
that for them will be greatly respected and appreciated
and called "teacher."

Dichotomized Structure
In terms of familiar dichotomies, the preference of

these students being described (again. we refer here not

JAMES BESS, coordinator of the Institutional
Self-study group.

to all students) is for dialogue rather than information
transmission; for the direct, the provocative and the
intuitive rather than for the indirect, the careful and the
analytic; for evolving process, rather than for the already
wrought product of excellence. Lament as we will th(
artificality of these dichotomies and the underlying
dichogomy of the personal and the emotional on the one
hand and the cognitive on the other, it is nevertheless
the case that there is a range of students who experience
the present education structure as so dichotomized. The
fact that in the lives of the faculty and of the traditional
and motivated student the dichotomy does not so exist
is not convincing to those for whom it is real and
distracting.

Faculty Expectations
We turn now to expectations of the faculty. Most

have been predisposed (for one reason or another) to
expect in coming to Stony Brook, that they would be
dealing with undergraduate students highly motivated
for the kind of academic work faculty experienced as
students. Stony Brook has a University faculty. They
came here primarily to do research and graduate-level
teaching. While many are very interested in
undergraduate teaching, it is in a particular kind of
undergraduate teaching. What interests most faculty is
discipline-oriented, methodical, systematic inquiry - in
short, cognitively sophisticated teaching of bright and
interested students. The often heard complaint that
Stony Brook teachers are not interested in
undergraduate teaching is not wholly accurate. For as
any bright, motivated undergraduate working within
traditional modes will attest, when the Stony Brook
teacher's expectations about students are met, there is
little left to be desired in the relationship that ensues.

Frustrated Attempts
Where the complaint about lack of interest is true,

however, is with respect to the expectations of the
untraditional student we have been describing. In
frustration over their lack of success with this student,
faculty members and the advising staff frequently
describe them as having no idea of what they want to
do. That characterization, while true within the
perspective of the faculty, is as misleading and
inaccurate as is the complaint about the Stony Brook
faculty's lack of interest in undergraduate teaching. Our
students do have an intuitive sense of what is important,
and it is important, and it is often opposed to that of the
educational establishment. But their psychocognitive
goals are not nurtured nor even addressed by the
academic disciplines in the manner they are presently
taught. Hence it appears that they are without focus,
interest or energy. In their own peer communities where
their goals are intuitively understood, such judgments
would not be made, except of course by the traditional
student ...

Tw Stony Brooks
The first Stony Brook is composed of students and

faculty comparatively and reasonably satisfied with each
other. (While, of course, having some problems.) This is>
a matched expectation. Faculty in the first Stony Brook
as HUDEP data confirm, are more likely to describe
their students as well motivated. When other students
perceive them as "grinds," however, their behavior is

"Attendance at classes range

between 52% and 71%...

on a normal day."

Institutional Self-Study Finds CWidesspread
Scientific Approach

A further word of explanation is needed about the
approach to our inquiries.-All of the task group studies
involved the collection of data. When empirical surveys
were conducted, a social scientific methodology was
employed to the degree possible. Information about the
research techniques is available on request. Our intent at
this stage in our Self-Study was primarily to ascertain
qualitatively how the campus viewed itself. We were
most anxious, therefore, to determine from the
perspective of the different constituencies themselves
their perceptions of what problems exist. We attempted
to inquire fully and comprehensively both into the
"perceived" condition of the university as well as into
the variety of practices which contribute in part to those
perceptions. What was felt to be important in these
initial inquiries was the determination of a sense of the
community's picture of itself. We present "harder" data
where available and necessary to reveal accurately a
particular situation or problem area. More extensive
documentation and fuller reports are being prepared by
the chairpersons of the task groups of the Self- study . . .

Ongoing Inquiry
It ought not to surprise anyone, given the pace with

which things have changed over the past twenty-five
years in our country, that there are some -problems in
higher education. Were there not problems, that would
be cause for surprise. We are in the midst of a profound
value shift in the country with enormous implication for
the expectations of the generation we seek to teach -
implications concerning work, interpersona'
relationships, careers, gratification postponement, the
importance of reading and learning, and the respective
roles and significance of emotion and reason themselves.
We are also in the midst of another profound change:
the attempt to provide higher education to masses of
people, to people who for the most part would not have
been admitted to college had they desired to go (which
they might not have) had they applied in the mid-sixties
or before.

It is important to recall these general observations at
the outset for two reasons: one, lest the problems which
afflict Stony Brook are erroneously thought to be
peculiar to Stony Brook and their causes hence
misidentified. While there is a considerable Stony Brook
effect which will occupy us shortly, many of the most
important problems have social and cultural roots which
are afflicting all institutions of higher education and, as a
matter of fact, all the institutions (such as marriage or
government) of our society. The second reason to recall
the general observations about changing expectation and
clientele is to prepare ourselves for a better
understanding of the mismatch of expectation which has
evolved in higher education and at Stony Brook.

Matched-Mismatched Expectations

The concept of matched and mismatched
expectations is one which as gained currency in the
Self-Study and requires a brief word of explanation.
Matched expectations render possible a smooth
interaction in which the participants contribute to and
receive from the relationship what is more or less
mutually desired and/or accepted as a matter of course.
In mismatched expectations, by contrast, the
participants are not receiving nor are their actions
perceived as what is desired and/or accepted. What is of
most interest in understanding the state of relationships
between people and groups is the flow or evolvement
from the initial mismatch to the new matching or
accommodation.

Before attempting specific applications to Stony
Brook of the concept of matched and mismatched
expectations, the relevance of those concepts must be
elaborated, i.e. the nature of the match and the
mismatch as it applies to the characterization of
undergraduate education at Stony Brook.

Where expectations are matched, undergraduate
education at Stony Brook is excellent (in comparison
with the situation of mismatched expectations). It is a
product of the interaction of bright young people
motivated to study in a particular area of expertise and a
knowledgeable faculty able and willing to assist these
students in achieving their ends.

Alienation Caused
Where the expectations are mismatched,



"Where the expectations are

mismatched, undergraduate

education at Stony Brook is not

only weak but alienating for

both students and faculty."
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characterized as "externally" motivated, i.e., as driven
by the "system" rather than by internal motivation.

The two principal configurations of the situation of
matched expectations at Stony Brook constitute the
basis for dividing the first Stony Brook:

(a) Students and faculty in high structure programs
such as the hard sciences (including math) where
successful students survive the early screening
mechanisms.

(b) Students and faculty in low structure programs in
which they are comparatively satisfied with each
other. Successful students in the fine arts
constitute a large proportion of this learning
situation as do the pre-professional students in
the social sciences and humanities, e.g. the
pre-law student in political science.

Real Success
The two groups of students which populate the first

Stony Brook are the real successes of our educational
efforts. They are the students highly sought after by
graduate schools, medical and law schools. Education in
the First Stony Brook is nothing short of excellent as a
function of the interaction of bright young people
motivated to study in the area of expertise of a
knowledgeable and comprehensive faculty able and
willing to assist them in achieving their goals. As one
graduating senior put it, after returning to Stony Brook
after a 1 1/2 year absence in which he "found" himself,
"If you know what Stony Brook offers." This accounts
for the lack of discontent on the part of at least some
Stony Brook faculty and students.

In the second Stony Brook, which shall be referred to,
in conscious imitation of Michael Harrington, as "the
other Stony Brook," things are not so bright, as a result
of seriously mismatched expectations. It is here that
widespread discontent festers, and that the worst
examples of the mutual withdrawal from traditional
responsibilities abound.

The "other Stony Brook" is also divided into two
categories:

(a) Students and faculty- in highly structured
programs where lack of match of expectations
results in dissatisfaction with each other
(manifested in terms of performance, interest,
motivation and sensitivity). The students in this
situation are the "transients" (not to be confused
with transfer students), i.e., those most likely to
be in need and search of a new department or
new program. As we shall see, this group
constitutes one of the most significant bodies of
students at Stony Brook.

(b) Students and faculty in low-structure programs in
which they are not satisfied with each other. The
emerging problems of mass higher education are
most pronounced in this situation, and the
mismatch previously described most acute . . .

departments (biology, physics, chemistry and math) give
out roughly one-half of the D's and F's in the University.
In the Spring of 1972, 1469 students or 22T of the
student body had received or earned a grade of D, F, WP
or WF in the introductory and intermediate level
chemistry courses (i.e., 101, 102, 201, 202) offered in
the seven semesters preceding. Nineteen percent of the
student body had received or earned these grades in the
offerings of 101 and 102 alone in the seven semesters
preceding. Preliminary studies indicate that slightly
lower figures characterize the Physics Department and
slightly higher figures the Mathematics Department.

Changing Majors
The disappointments registered by students receiving

these grades frequently cause them to turn to other
departments. Their aptitude or lack of it in their new
major is important to consider. Table No. 1 presented
above indicated that the high school averages of those
who turn from or are turned from the natural sciences
are insignificantly different from those of a random
sample of all first year students not in these courses.
Those moving out of the sciences, the transients are not,
in other words, on the average less qualified in general
than the Stony Brook population, at least as revealed by
prior academic success. As might be expected of those
interested in the sciences, their SAT scores in
mathematics are somewhat higher than the Stony Brook
average. Most importantly, however, their SAT verbal
scores are significantly lower than those of the random
sample of students not in these courses.

Huge Psychological Impact
In the absence of any consistent agreement among

different constituencies concerning grading practices and
in the absence of any University policy about the
obligations of faculty toward students with less aptitude
and/or motivation than we expect, virtually nothing can
be said pro or con these grading policies. Severe
problems can be pointed out, however. For example, a
very substantial portion of the freshmen class each year,
as at other institutions, shifts from their initial interest
to something else for which they often have less
intellectual aptitude and probably less initial interest.
The psychological impact of a shift which such a
substantial portion of our student body must undergo
each year is not something we can any longer ignore. We
are attempting at present to understand its dimensions
and are happy to report ideal cooperation from the
Chemistry department, at considerable expense to its
resources.

Transfer Student Shock?
As bad as the problem is for the entering freshman,

for the transfer student from a two year college it is a
catastrophic shock. If he/she enters a 200 level course in
one of the departments with the high standards, he/she
has to compete with the intellectually jifted students
with whom he/she could not compete two years earlier.
As mentioned earlier the difference between these two
groups in the median math scores on the SAT tests
reaches an extraordinary 200 points.

The problem of mismatch in the other Stony Brook
to which these students must now turn was and is
serious to begin with. The arrival of large numbers of
students with less aptitude and probably less interest in
these academic areas than those who originally chose
these departments cannot help but aggravate the
mismatch. Table No. 1 confirms that the verbal ability
of the transient student is considerably less than that of
the native student who did not begin in the hard
sciences, a fact of importance to him/her and to his/her
new teachers.

High Intellect Attracted
The import and impact of this internal shift of the

transients is, of course, difficult to measure. Our
intuitive judgment is that it is enormous. We are
attracting a student body which is not on average
endowed with intellectual heritage and/or motivation
despite their prior academic success. While some of those
who make this internal shift may not have had much
motivation to begin with, the move from the highly
structured, high competence-feedback programs in the
natural sciences to the comparatively unstructured , low
competence-feedback, nebulously standarded programs
elsewhere in the University throws the student upon his
own meager resources. If this student had the
intellectual heritage or interest, or if he/she knew what

he/she wanted to do, or if he/she had the time to find

out, or if we had extensive guidance and advising
facilities, or if we had devised transition courses for

these students, or if we had introduced them to other

possibilities in a manner they could relate to, then this
move might be easily and fruitfully made. To say the
least, we have not helped much.

Although faculty members in the other Stony Brook
will need little convincing about the accuracy of this
description of their students, much work yet needs to be
done in fle hing out the portrait of their students. For
example, i; IInec-t Liz tD detol-- ' what 't {- hing

methods, prto -trns and _* n i-! : -r r " ' -,tt

to these studf aiit t abd- I

zicinxe»man/ua<r ry Huuin

"Most students and faculty see many of the buildings on
campus as dreary and depressing."

Dissatisfactions in Academic, Social Life

sizes of Two Stony Brooks
For the moment, however, the size of each of the two

Stony Brooks is worth some consideration. Recent and
reliable estimates indicate that roughly one-third of our
students go on to full-time graduate study. Of those, half
are in medicine, dentistry and law (and yet, the
resources for advising these students is highly
inadequate); and the remainder (as of two years ago,
when the last records were kept), went on to full-time
graduate study in the academic disciplines. The present
job-market has probably lowered the number of students
going on to full-time study in the academic disciplines. It
would, of course, be highly speculative to suppose that
all of these students who went on to post-baccalaureate
study continued to a graduate degree or even that they
received a good education here. But at least we might
assume that a substantial portion of these students
received an education which was instrumental to their
career goals.

Many Transients'
As for "the other Stony Brook," we may perhaps

assume that education geared to academic and
non-academic pre-professional goals is not the optimum
match that can be effected for those students,
constituting something in the neighborhood of
two-thirds of our student body. That two-thirds is
composed of the 22% of the student body which makes
up the transients, the vast majority of the less
intellectually talented transfer students, of those
admitted as freshmen without the traditional level of
academic skills, and the talented but untraditionally
motivated Stony Brook native. It is probably the case
that something in the neighborhood of 80% of the
students encountered by the faculty at Stony Brook are
in major ways different from the expectations which the
teachers had for their students. This helps to explain
part of the malaise of that portion of the Stony Brook
faculty who must teach them.

AIM Expectations
Students in the AIM Program generally are believed to

be characterized as belonging to the "Other Stony
Brook," although there is reason to believe that their
disaffection is quantitatively and qualitatively different
from non-minority students. This disaffection. of course,
largely reflects a substantially different problem related
to higiier education's attempts to provide programs for
students who previously would not have had an
opportunity to pursue higher learning, and the various
attempts by universities and colleges to meet the special
academic and social needs of such students. To both the
students in these programs and the faculty who work
with them the perception exists that higher education
generally, and Stony Brook specifically, has not met

Good Reputation
First of i, because of the deserved reputation which

Stony Brook has earned in the hard sciences and
mathematics and currently because of the national trend
to pre-medical studies, students in numbers significantly
larger than the national average for public institutions
enter here with the expectations of working in these
areas. The registration for introductory biology alone in
the Fall of 1973 was an astounding 620.

Secondly, for good or ill, the standards of those
departments which attract students to Stony Brook are
significantly higher than those in the rest of the
University. The grading charts noted above make this
clear. While such a disparity creates enormous and varied
problems for +he University, we call attention here to
only one problem: the interdepartmental flow of
students created by the disparate standards. Four
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which will suppess or en c thano things which each
of the individuals who works or studies on campus
brings to a Univenity expeee. The University is a
medium for the growt of the students who pass
through. It must be onized a way which aows
them, to use the motto of the State University of New
York, 'To become aU they are capable of being."
Without minimizing many of the positive features about
the campus ambience - i.e., that many students seem to
benefit fom their education here, that many report the
establishment of satisfying relationships - faculty,

sudens and staff - there ae a variety o factors which
seem to function more to poison the well of education
than to contribute to its ability to nourish and sustain
those who live, work and study here.

'Boomtown' Consequence
Qeaiy, as we mentioned above, some of our

problems are similar to those which afflict society in
general and higher education in particular. However, we
are also blessed, and cursed, with consequences of being
a "boomtown." On the positive side, our lack of
hidebound structure and rapid growth have allowed us
to innovate and to be responsive to chaing conditions.
On the other side of the coin, however, the

'boomto " metaphor is useful in highlighting some of
the problems that are natural of "'rontier
living: " laik of adequate articulation of various
components of university structure, ady chaging
and not universally agreed upon priorities, an c
situation often leading to feeins of l is and
alienation, increasing ime,lack of aention to
aestbetic concerns, ekc.

What follows is a seectio f i some oi the more
prominent featues of the Stany Brook ambience,

these in need of rPa

Physical Environment
An originally beautifully wooded am is now largely

denuded of nature at the eowe of the campus.
Construction, dirt and uginess abound. Institutional
furniture - with all that it implies - provides a
repetitive sameness. Various attempts to create style,
atmosphere, and even beauty not only lack support but
often are actively discounaged. Some progress, however
has been made in permitting students to attempt
beautify and individualize their rooms.

State of Physical Flux
The residence halls, ho e, are not the only

concern. Bassxooms and leture hans we nether
attractive nor ptaces where students fed comfortable.
The large impersonal nature of the lecture halls, the
hot/cold and cramped quarters of some dlas _s. the
feeling that the rooms do not in any way belong to the
students often affect the aeademic performance of the
students and faculty alike. It is rare to see classrooms
decorated; they are more like sterile halls of a hospital
where people come to be treated for some Miness, and,
when they go, leave no impression behind them.
Moreover, the campus is continually in a state of
physical flux. In a recent article in the Long Island Press
(February 4, 1973) Claire Nicholas White commented
about the size and impact of the Chemistry and new
Health Sciences Center Buildings, "... no wonder
students feel dwarfed and have trouble identifying with
this constantly muddy construction site where nothing is
finished or final."

Dreary and Depressing
Most students and faculty see many of the buildings

on campus as dreary and depressing. There are few
places for students to congregate and to relax. The
residence halls are not generally designed to facilitate the
students coming together and, with some notable
exceptions, there is in fact little of such activity taking
place there. Part of the problem is that the demise of the
residential cafeterias removed one major location for
communal activities. This is also true of the faculty and
staff who often complain of having few congenial places
or institutional arrangements to meet together
informally.

their needs. A specific study of problems of minority
students at Stony Brook will be conducted and
coordinated with the new AIM director by the self study
during the present academic year.

Unprecedented Problem
One .st word relative to the students in 'Mhe other

Stony Brook"c and to the seeming inappropriateness of
the response to their presence. In the previously
mentioned curriculum reforms of the late 1960's, the
guiding sumption was that highly motivated students
were being blocked and stified in their development by
the poesne of ati and artificial requirementL
Virtually all wene Covned. While these reforms were
ideal for the highly motivated student in the first Stony
Brook who knew what he/she wanted to do, for most
students who did not have much knowledge or
appropriate c mic heritage, the sink or swim
smorgasbord curriculum amounted to no curriculum at
all. Each course had to stand on its own, fragmented,
unrelated, arbitrary, dependent upon the "enthusiasm"
that the teacher could muster to provide meaning. A
style of teaching simultaneously developed which was
based on the assumption that there was so much choice
for the student that no great effort to motivate the
student was called for. Thus students in the "other
Stony Brook" were even further left to their own
resources. Virtally noting of a systematic nature was
done in the area of curriculum, teaching styles or even

visement to ait the new student with the
unprecedented piolem of ma sense out of the
vih3de enpise academ e perceptual Ig of the
faculty ad the onministao e the new

udent, the no ti asima of this new student
to the traditional expects, reaulted in a kind of
invisibiity of this student - at best; and -at worst -a
systematic, though Imintentional -uction of the
intellectual and peal self-esteem of this student.
Hence the maase of this student Hence the mali of
this student body and of those at other universitiess

Multi-Purpose Institution
The major problem at Stony Brook is the necessity of

facing the fact that we have already been committed to
becoming a multi-purpose institution with huge present
and prospective clientels other than those ideally or
nearly ideally suited to respond to the researh,
graduate, and pre-professional teaching interests of our
faculty. Serious but more easily remediable problems
concern the inappropriateness of present structues,
budget and energy priorities to the realization of quality
in al our educational programs.

The obvious direction of reform mi undergpaduate
education at Stony Brook involves the effecting of a
greater initial matching of expectations of faculty and
students. Reforms can and must go into directions
(which might meet in the middle) adjusting faculty and
curculum to the present student body.

Quality of Life
Many of the problems on the campus can De

attributed to its rapid growth. The findings of all of the
task groups of the Self-Study point repeatedly to a style
of interpersonal relationships in work situations which
can be characterized by the setting of personal or group
goals ahead of university-wide concerns. Some faculty
are concerned only about their department, some
students only about their immediate circumstances,
some university offices only with their putting in a
certain number of hours. Little attention is focussed on
the needs of a large, complex university.

Unhappiness Not Unusual
With some notable exceptions, many members of the

Stony Brook community would agree that it is not a
"happy" campus. The widespread feeling on campus is
that Stony Brook is not a very pleasant place, conducive
to work or to study. Enough there are clear exceptions
to this, a negative view seems somewhat pervasive. In the
context of these times, namely high unemployment,
continual warfare, high prices and a widesread
dissatisfaction with government and with education, it
perhaps should not be considered unusual if people at
Stony Brook reflect this general unhappiness with the
,voadd; particularly the world in which they are most
immediately involved, that is, Stony Brook. It does
seem, however, that some of the problems are due
specifically to the conditions that exist on this campus
and are thus capable of being modified.

Variety of Factors
Physical characterstics, administrative action,

academic practices and student/faculty attitudes and
lifestyles are all basic elements of the campus
atmosphere. As they interact they create an environment

Loneliness and Alienation
An overwhelming number of students express feelings

of loneliness after caning to Stony Brook. Many of
them state that those feelings persisted throughout their
tenure here. Some of the reasons for those feelings were
generated by the immensty and everchanging nature of
the campus as noted earlier. For whatever reason,
however, there is a substantial amount of loneliness
expressed by the students on campus. (See HUDEP
Report No. 1.)

Supermarket Syndrome
Not al . bad. Many students report that one of the

good things about the Stony Brook experience is that
there are some nice people here. Though they have their
own circle of friends, many still feel the loneliness of
Stony Brook, This loneliness is amplified by the
architecture - not only because of its scale and
unaesthetic style, but also because it provides precious
few places where the students can gather and interact on
an intimate scale. The academic buildings in the center
of the campus have been described as being equivalent to
a ant supermarket. TMus, students leave their residence
halls which surround the academic buildings, "shop" for
a few hours and return '"home." While each quad is
supposed to have a unique quality of its own, it is
manifest solely in the shapes of the buildings; they show
aX otherwise dreary sameness which many students
report reduces their incentive to travel from one quad to
another.

Unrepwentative Government
'Me loneurm. and alienation is exacerbated by the

student view of their ow Polity. There has been a apid
sucession of Pon Peidents and other offleers due to

continual resignations. There is a e ive feeling ong
the students that their goverment does represent
the interests of the broad spectrum of the student body,
and that even if it did it would be Ineffective as its
spokesman in the campus decision-making process7 Te
turnout for Polity elections is embarssing low. This
feeling of impotence was manifest in many students in
response to the death of a student, who fell into an open
steam hole, during the Spring of 1973. Several of the
students responded with a '<What can you
do?"-depression, and felt completely helpless. Even the
lage meeting with President Toll, where there had
actually been a clear response on the part of the
University, appeared to most students as ritualistic. For
many continue to believe that the Administration
actually "does not c 'ere about the deplorable co"SmW
on campus.

Ciphen'sm
The administration in very large institutions has the-

problem of how to deal with individuals in such a way as
to make them feel and believe that the Administration
cares about their welfare and interests. Many of the
students and some faculty feel that the Stony Brook
Adnistation cares about their welfare and interests.
Many of the students and some faculty have had some
unpleasant experience with various offices in the
Administration. Problems range from the fact that social
security numbers (also used as a student's identification
number) were recorded incorrectly somewhere along the
line and are difficult to change, to being charged with
someone else's bill. Registration, billing, class
assignments, parking stickers, etc., all seem to be done
with as little pleasant contact with the students and
faculty as possible. Often, these matters take place in a
state of confusion and frustration. While there are some
bright areas, most students claim that the University is a
mill into which they enter and then are spewed out of
the other end with as little human or humane contact as
is absolutely necessary. While this is certainly not true of
a majority of students, and though it is a common
problem in many colleges and universities, it is still
experienced by and influencing many Stony Brook
students and therefore requires remediation on our part.

Individualization Inhibited
A related complaint often voiced is that the

immensity of the University inhibits individualized
attention. This is seen particularly in the selection

proess by means of which students choose a major.
There is leariy not enough individualized consultation
and guidance with the result that some students are
often dazed by the confusing process to which they are
exposed. Since the University attaches considerable
importance to having a major, it has an obligation to
improve the process by means of which students select
their majors and get necessary advice to do so.
Departmental advising, once a major Is selected, seems to
be quite satisfactory. It is the uncertain student who has
the most problems in this area. Recent attempts by the
Office of Undergraduate Studies to aieviate this
situation seems to be bearing fruit.

Tnhis loneliness is

amplified by

the architecture..."


